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AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Pledge of Allegiance
3. Approval of Agenda
4. Approval of Minutes

A. July 12, 2022 minutes
B. August 9, 2022 minutes

5. Public Hearings
A. Rezoning Request: +/- 97.48 acres, located at 3408 Dixon Rd [Council 

District 5]
                   i. Staff Report Recommendation
                   ii. Developer Presentation
                   iii. Public Comments

B. Rezoning Request: +/- 15.3 acres, located on Beaverdam Rd [Council 
District 7]

                   i. Staff Report Recommendation
                   ii. Developer Presentation
                   iii. Public Comments

6. Old Business
7. New Business

A. Preliminary Subdivision: Midway Farms Phase II, located off Midway Rd on 
Winter Valley Ln [Council District 7]

                   i. Staff Report Recommendation
                   ii. Developer Presentation
                   iii. Public Comments

B. Preliminary Subdivision: Rose Creek, located on River Rd [Council District 6]
                   i. Staff Report Recommendation
                   ii. Developer Presentation
                   iii. Public Comments

8. Public Comments, non-agenda items – 3 minutes limit per speaker
9. Other Business

A. Comprehensive Plan Update
10. Adjournment
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1 WILLIAM MOORE:  I’d like to welcome
2 everybody to the Anderson County Planning Commission
3 meeting tonight.  I’d like to go ahead and call this to
4 order and move towards the pledge of allegiance,
5 please.  Everybody please stand.

6 PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

7 WILLIAM MOORE:  Before we move on
8 to approval of the minutes, Dan Harvell is on his way,
9 so he should be in here shortly, as well.  

10 Let’s move on to the approval of the minutes.  Do
11 I have a motion for approval of the minutes from the
12 May meeting?  
13 DONNA MATTHEWS:  I make a motion.
14 WESLEY GRANT:  Second.
15 WILLIAM MOORE:  All in favor raise
16 your right hand.  
17 We’re going to move on to the public hearings for
18 tonight.  And it’s a rezoning request for 35.16 acres
19 located on Hurricane Road and Pine Lane.  Staff, if
20 y’all would go ahead and do your presentation.  Thank
21 you.
22 BRITTANY MCABEE:  Thank you, Mr.
23 Chairman.  This is a rezoning from C-2 to IZOD.  One
24 hundred and sixty-seven property owners within a two
25 thousand foot radius were notified via postcard.  The
26 applicant is One Real Estate Acquisitions, LLC and the
27 current owner is Hurricane Creek, LLC.  As stated
28 previously, it is located on Hurricane Road and Pine
29 Lane.  The voting precinct is Denver-Sandy Springs. 
30 It’s located in Council District 5.  It’s two tax map
31 numbers, and they’re there for your viewing.  It’s
32 35.16 acres.  Currently zoned as C-2, which is your
33 highway commercial district and it would be proposed
34 rezoning to IZOD, which is innovative zoning district. 
35 The request is to rezone from C-2 to IZOD for a
36 proposed 360 apartment units and commercial space along
37 Hurricane Road.  The project is to provide undisturbed
38 buffers along Pine Lane and the eastern portion that
39 abuts single-family residential properties and will
40 provide forty-five percent open space, which is
41 approximately sixteen acres, with amenities such as a
42 club house, fitness center, community kitchen and
43 office space for apartment residents.
44 The highway commercial district is to provide
45 commercial properties that is along the highway,
46 usually by -- traveling by automobile.  It’s to provide
47 goods and services for the traveling public, as well as
48 convenience for the local residents.  The innovative
49 zoning district is established to allow flexibility in
50 design and development that will result in an improved
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1 design, character and quality of new developments, as
2 well as preserve the natural and scenic features of
3 open space.  The innovative zoning district regulations
4 must encourage innovative site planning for
5 residential, commercial, institutional or industrial
6 development within the district.
7 This is a proposed layout of the project.  And
8 here are some renderings of the proposed buildings. 
9 This is an aerial view of the property.  And the zoning

10 map.  And the future land use map.  
11 Staff’s evaluation is that the applicant’s purpose
12 is to create that multi-family development and a
13 commercial space.  The future land use map does
14 identify the immediate area as residential.  The
15 property backs up to residential properties.  Statement
16 of intent includes a buffer along the existing
17 residential properties and will provide forty-five
18 percent open space which is approximately sixteen
19 acres.  Since Hurricane Road is classified as a
20 collector with no maximum trips per day, staff does
21 recommend approval of the rezoning.  This concludes the
22 staff report.
23 WILLIAM MOORE:  Thank you, staff. 
24 Do I have anybody representing the project for a
25 developer presentation?  Please come forward and state
26 your name and address, please, sir.
27 WILLIAM MCKINNEY:   Good evening.  My
28 name is William McKinney.  I’m an attorney at
29 Haynsworth, Sinkler, Boyd.  My address is 1 North Main
30 Street, Second Floor, Greenville, South Carolina 29601. 
31 I represent One REI, the developer of the property. 
32 That would be Robert Barton from One REI who is here to
33 also answer any questions.
34 My client develops high quality garden style
35 accommodations and workforce housing across the
36 southeast.  He’s got a proven track record.  And
37 appreciates the opportunity to talk with you about the
38 project.  His site plan as you referenced will have a
39 buffer that attaches to the residential area.  And we
40 believe that we’re consistent with IZOD requirements. 
41 And appreciate the opportunity to be in front of you
42 today.  Thank you.
43 WILLIAM MOORE:  Thank you, sir.  
44 ROBERT BARTON:  Good evening.  My
45 name is Robert Barton.  Address is Brickell Avenue,
46 Miami, Florida.  As William said, I work One Real
47 Estate and we develop properties throughout the
48 southeast.  High quality properties.  One thing that
49 makes us unique as a developer, we use in-house capital
50 and we hold these assets for a really long time.  So
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1 we’re not looking to build this, lease it up and sell
2 it in two years.  We’re going to keep this in-house.
3 One REI plans to keep all the developments that we
4 build, so we do take a lot of attention to the quality
5 of the product we build.  Because if we’re cutting
6 corners now, it’ll just cost us more down the road. 
7 We’re going to be a long term partner in the community,
8 looking to be here for a long time.  We’re actually
9 starting to develop -- a development over in

10 Spartanburg, too, in the next couple of months, so we
11 have a presence here in the area and use local
12 engineering. 
13 I’ll be happy to answer any questions.
14 WILLIAM MOORE:  Thank you, sir. 
15 We’ll come back to you once the public comments come
16 through.  Okay?  Thank you.  
17 All right.  Moving on to public comments.  First
18 one on the list, Scott Ibbitson.  Hope I said that
19 correctly.
20 SCOTT IBBITSON:  That was pretty
21 close.  This is a problem when you’re short.
22 WILLIAM MOORE:  No worries.
23 SCOTT IBBITSON:  Can everybody hear
24 me?  
25 WILLIAM MOORE:  Yes, sir. 
26 SCOTT IBBITSON:  Mr. Chairman, I
27 have put together some packets of information and
28 letters from residents and also a petition that I put
29 together for the Planning Commission members.  I would
30 like to be able to give that to you so that you can
31 look at this before you vote tonight.
32 WILLIAM MOORE:  Yes, sir, that’s
33 fine.
34 SCOTT IBBITSON:  I also would like
35 to represent about two or three neighbors that are not
36 present, but asked to see if their letters could be
37 read.  You know, they won’t be longer than three
38 minutes.  I realize my three minutes, so if I could
39 have maybe just a couple to read their minutes.
40 WILLIAM MOORE:  Yeah, there’s a lot
41 of folks here to speak their opinion, so if they’re not
42 here in person, you know, we can’t allow three minutes
43 for them.
44 SCOTT IBBITSON:  Yeah, I understand
45 that.
46 WILLIAM MOORE:  Okay.
47 SCOTT IBBITSON:  Good evening.  My
48 name is Scott Ibbitson.  I live at 4609 Pine Lane in
49 Anderson County, District 5.  Thank you for the
50 opportunity to allow me to speak tonight.  I appreciate
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1 your service to the county.  
2 My wife Allison and I vacationed in Lake Hartwell
3 in 2015.  Being from a very rural suburb in
4 Pennsylvania, we were smitten with the area on the lake
5 and fell in love.  Friends of ours were finishing a
6 lake house on Eighteen Mile Creek and we fell in love
7 with the serene area that was very remote and quiet.  
8 In an effort to keep this story short, we did find
9 a very reputable realtor down here and spent the next

10 two and a half years looking for houses with deep
11 water, to no avail, and lots of disappointment.  We
12 eventually gave up on looking for houses because we
13 were tired.  Our realtor had directed us to go look at
14 a lot that was about to come on the market off the
15 beaten path on Hurricane Road.  We found the lot that
16 we would build our retirement dream home that we had
17 designed ourselves.  We bought the land and built the
18 house in a community that was established in the 1970s
19 and early ‘80s, that being Pine Lane and also Cove
20 Trail.  All the houses on Pine Lane and Cove Trail are
21 either R-15 or R-20, with surrounding area lots on
22 Hurricane Road are R-1 or C-2.  
23 I want you to understand that we specifically
24 moved to Anderson County on Pine Lane because of the
25 natural serene beauty and quiet relaxed area away from
26 the large build-up of housing and all the craziness
27 that goes with it.  We had accepted the idea that the
28 land on Hurricane Road and Pine Lane might be developed
29 under the C-2 zoning someday, matching what already
30 exists, which is the zoning at C-2 on that thirty-five
31 acres currently.  
32 My wife and I are asking the Planning Commission
33 to vote no ---
34 WILLIAM MOORE:  Time.  
35 SCOTT IBBITSON:  --- for the zoning
36 ---
37 WILLIAM MOORE:  Sir, I’m sorry,
38 your time is up.  
39 SCOTT IBBITSON:  Excuse me?
40 WILL MOORE:  Three minutes. 
41 Your time is up.  I’m sorry.  Three minutes.  Each
42 person is limited to three minutes.
43 SCOTT IBBITSON:  How about the
44 letters that I have, sir.  Is that okay?
45 WILLIAM MOORE:  Yes, sir, we have
46 them all right here, but I can only allow you three
47 minutes.  I’m sorry.
48 SCOTT IBBITSON:  Wow, I don’t think
49 that was -- okay.
50 WILLIAM MOORE:  Thank you, sir.
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1 SCOTT IBBITSON:  Thank you, sir.
2 WILLIAM MOORE:  Carol A. Mercer.
3 CAROL A. MERCER:  Good evening.  My
4 name is Carol Mercer.  I live at 118 Balmoral Road,
5 District 4.  I just pretty much have two concerns with
6 this plan being considered IZOD zoning.  Stated in IZOD
7 it says to preserve nature, and scenic features of open
8 spaces.  This plan clearly shows a full clearing of
9 that land with the open spaces being in the center of

10 buildings, which to me does not preserve the nature or
11 the scenic feature of the open spaces.  I would like to
12 see the buildings all being towards the front with
13 everything towards the lake being untouched so the silt
14 doesn’t run into the lake.
15 The other thing that concerns me is that it
16 suggest IZOD development be harmonious with surrounding
17 community.  The surrounding community is R-15, R-20 and
18 S-1.  Nowhere does this high density development fit in
19 with -- blend in with the surrounding community.  Thank
20 you for your time.
21 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
22 Brian Culbertson.  I hope that’s correct.
23 BRIAN CULBERTSON:  Hello.  I’m
24 Brian Culbertson, 118 Balmoral Road, District 4.  I’d
25 like to back up what my wife said.  This zoning change
26 there, it’s C-2 now.  What’s surrounding it is R-15 and
27 R-20.  Generally a zoning change would be consistent
28 with what’s already there.  The IZOD zone change to
29 this to allow a high density type development really
30 doesn’t fit into that neighborhood.  Plus, the impact
31 it’ll have on Lake Hartwell, which is a major draw for
32 why a lot of us have moved here or would be moving
33 here.  And my big concern is what impact it’ll have on
34 the lake, not only when the project is built, but also
35 with all the extra residents added that close to the
36 lake.  Thank you, guys, for your time.
37 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
38 sir.  Moving on to Oleg Lipchan.
39 OLEG LIPCHAN:  Good evening,
40 everybody.  My name is Oleg Lipchan.  My address is
41 4602 Pine Lane, Anderson.  My ward in district is 5. 
42 My wife Walthena (phonics) and I are asking the
43 Planning Commission to vote no for the rezoning request
44 for District 5 acre parcel.  The Anderson County
45 comprehensive master plan needs to be following keeping
46 this property consistent with zoning of adjoining
47 properties with our other S-1, R-15 or R-20.  Allowing
48 three hundred sixty apartments with seven hundred cars
49 entering and exiting this property will negatively
50 impact our community and create many hardships
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1 traveling the Hurricane Road corridor.  Please deny
2 this request.  Thank you very much for allowing me to
3 speak tonight.
4 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
5 sir.  Ginger Ellis.
6 GINGER ELLIS:  Hello.  I’m
7 Ginger Ellis.  I live at 1020 Ladys Lane.  And I thank
8 you for letting me speak tonight.  
9 As a profession, I’m an environmental consultant

10 for developments and manufacturing plants and those
11 types of things.  And my biggest question and concern
12 to the Planning Commission tonight is I think we all
13 expect sustainable development.  We know that this area
14 is going to grow.  But we already have so many things
15 coming in that area.  There’s housing developments
16 coming to Welpine.  There’s a Buc-ee’s coming.  
17 I just ask you to please consider what sustainable
18 means and to consider that is this really sustainable? 
19 There’s going to be large impacts already on the
20 infrastructure for the school system, for the roads. 
21 And adding another three hundred potential apartments
22 with probably two residents, at least each, will
23 overwhelm this area.  Thank you.
24 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
25 ma’am.  Chuck Richardson.  Please come forward and
26 state your name and address, please, sir.
27 CHUCK RICHARDSON:  Chuck
28 Richardson.  I’m a teacher and my kids go to school. 
29 And I want to say a word about sustainability. 
30 Classrooms are already full.  You’re adding
31 construction on Welpine out toward Sandy Springs, the
32 houses.  And this three hundred sixty apartment complex
33 is going to overwhelm the schools.  There’s no place in
34 the plan for building onto the schools.  Riverside has
35 been the same size since 1970-something.  Pendleton is
36 being overwhelmed.  The teacher/student ratios are
37 getting way out of hand.  That means a drain on
38 resources, teachers and I think it’s going to lower the
39 quality of the schools in District 4.  So please vote
40 no for this development.  Thank you.
41 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
42 sir.  Andy Odom.  Do we have an Andy Odom, or -- I’m
43 sorry, I can’t read your writing.  Seeing none, hearing
44 none, Brett Bolt.  Please come forward and state your
45 name and address, please, sir.
46 BRETT BOLT:   Good
47 afternoon.  My name is Brett Bolt.  I live at 1006
48 Ladys Lane.  I actually have grown up in this area. 
49 Moved here in ‘89.  Grew up in Green Hill Plantation
50 right around the corner.  Bought a house in Sunny Dale
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1 Acres.  Lived there ten years.  I’ve lived at 1006 for
2 seven years now.  
3 If we had come to this and taken a left out of my
4 neighborhood, we would still not be here yet.  Traffic
5 is appalling in that area.  Right?  And I understand
6 the sustainability piece.  But unless we have the
7 infrastructure to support that, it’s like Chuck said
8 about the schools, it’s -- my bigger key point word
9 here is sustainability.  And I don’t feel like that

10 plan is being laid out the correct way.  Right?  If we
11 add the cars, the traffic, you’ve got -- Overlook is
12 already adding two hundred and fifty more apartment
13 homes there.  So if you add those two together, that’s
14 over six hundred apartment homes in the backdoor. 
15 Right?  It’s just -- sustainability.  And I just want
16 to echo that word and I want you to please, please
17 think about that.  Thank you for your time.
18 WILL MOORE:  Yes, sir. 
19 Thank you.  David Rogers.
20 DAVID ROGERS:   Thank you for
21 letting me speak.  My name is David Rogers.  I live at
22 1016 Waterford Court.  Waterford Court is parallel to
23 Ladys Lane.  It’s real close to this development.  I’ve
24 lived there since ‘95.  I have seen the traffic on
25 Highway 178, Liberty Highway, continue to grow
26 exponentially, it seems like here the last five or six
27 years.  
28 Again, if you try to turn left out of our
29 neighborhood, you’re not going to be able to between
30 four o’clock and six thirty.  I think we’re putting the
31 cart before the horse here with all the development
32 we’re doing.  We need to -- if we’re going to improve
33 the road conditions out there and the infrastructure,
34 you need to do that first before you do anything else
35 as far as overtaxing what’s already there.  I would
36 just -- I would like to see the Commission vote no to
37 this.  And I thank you for your time.
38 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
39 sir.  Mr. Robert Givens.
40 ROBERT GIVENS:  Robert Givens. 
41 I live at 4619 Pine Lane, right around the corner from
42 this.  Yeah, I moved out here because it was forested. 
43 It was really nice.  And I understand it can be
44 rezoned, but I did look at that when I moved in.  It’s
45 C-2, I see that.  I see, you know, the little lots and
46 parking lots and storage moving in.  There’s still a 
47 lot of wooded space around.  I mean, we’re relatively
48 close to the highway.  This is a huge chunk of forest
49 that is just vanishing.  There’s a lot of wildlife that
50 lives in there.  I still have deer walking through my
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1 backyard all the time.  It’s one of my favorite things
2 about living here.  
3 And with this, I mean, it’s thirty-five acres
4 that’s just vanishing.  And they’re saying they’re
5 leaving a buffer zone, but that buffer zone is nothing. 
6 I don’t live right next to it.  I feel really bad for
7 that.  I mean, there’s a lot of people that do live
8 right next to this property.  You’ve putting in an
9 enormous amount of apartment buildings that I just -- I 

10 don’t think the roads can handle.  I mean the traffic
11 light in front of the QuikTrip there on exit 21 does
12 not even have a left turn signal.  There is no literal
13 way to make a left at that light during rush hour
14 unless you pull into the middle of the intersection and
15 wait for it to turn red, which is dangerous and
16 illegal.  I mean the other side doesn’t even have a
17 light.  There’s no way to even get out, you know, over
18 there in traffic.  This road can’t support this.  We
19 already have, as I mentioned, two hundred apartments
20 moving in, I mean, directly behind my house.  That was
21 a bummer.  
22 But with all of this, I mean the traffic in this
23 area it’s huge.  I mean we’re all residential houses. 
24 There’s a couple -- I just don’t see how it’s going to
25 support that in the area.  I mean I think that’s all
26 that I have to say.  Thanks for allowing us to speak.
27 WILL MOORE:  Yeah, thank
28 you.  Donald Carr.
29 DONALD CARR:  I’m Donald
30 Carr.  I live at 106 Sleepy Hollow in North Forest
31 Estates.  I realize that this is on -- I’m on the north
32 side of the interstate, but the traffic is impacted on
33 our side, as well as on the south side.  And I feel
34 that, like someone else said, that we need to do some
35 road work and some other planning before all of these
36 projects go into effect.  
37 We have one commercial project now on the Clemson
38 Boulevard end of the expressway.  We have a thirty-five
39 or forty house subdivision on the Liberty Highway end
40 of the expressway also.  And with all this and the
41 traffic that we’re adding, plus -- I moved there in
42 2000.  QuikTrip wasn’t there.  Lebanon School was not
43 there.  Glen Raven was not there.  They’ve all added
44 traffic and nothing has been done to the highway since
45 then.  And I feel like there should be some further
46 development of the road system before we get into all
47 this other stuff.  Should have been done before we even
48 approved these others.  But that’s another horse to
49 ride.  
50 But I’d like to say that I’m opposed to this, as
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1 well as the ones that are going on now, but I don’t
2 have any concern with those.  I thank you for your
3 time, and like I say, I vote against it.  Thank you.
4 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
5 Jerry Lark.
6 JERRY LARK:  Jerry Lark.  I
7 live at 211 Sleepy Hollow in Pendleton, South Carolina,
8 right across the street from this development.  We
9 zoned this area about eighteen years ago.  And the

10 reason we zoned it was there was a three hundred unit
11 trailer park going to move about two miles from us.  It
12 was going to be a rental trailer park.  And we barely
13 got that stopped.  But it was -- the owners of that,
14 that were going to build it, they called me up one
15 night and said, oh, Jerry, we’re going to build green
16 space.  That’s a common word we hear, green space,
17 we’re going to have all this green space, green space. 
18 We’re going to be nice neighbors, we’re going to stay
19 here forever.  A three hundred unit trailer park.  
20 And now, today I sit here and I see a three
21 hundred and sixty unit apartment -- I’ve heard them
22 called condos.  I don’t know if they’re going to be
23 sold or rented or what.  And they say they’re going to
24 be here with us.  They’re going to be our neighbors. 
25 That’s what the other people said, as well.  They’re
26 going to build three hundred and sixty apartments and
27 seven hundred and twenty parking lots -- parking
28 spaces.  Now, how do you get that much on thirty-six
29 acres of land and use the word green space in the same
30 sentence?  We’re going to have commercial properties. 
31 We’re going to have ---

32 APPLAUSE 

33 JERRY LARK:  But we zoned
34 this.  And we’ve done a pretty good job.  We’ve got
35 industry out there.  We’ve got one of the few textile
36 plants in Anderson or in South Carolina out there. 
37 Good neighbors.  We’ve got small industries.  We’ve got
38 a medical supply company that supplies the United
39 States Army on the same property that was going to
40 build this trailer park.  We have got good neighbors.
41 We’ve got houses being built.  We are meshing very
42 well.  This doesn’t mesh.  
43 We’ve got Buc-ee’s coming.  You know why?  Because
44 we couldn’t stop it.  We stopped Love’s Truck Stop. 
45 But we’ve got people going to get killed out there on
46 our infrastructure.  We’ve got semi-trucks now that we
47 have to beg people to let us out of our -- out of the
48 road to get on the Liberty Highway.  We need some help. 
49 We need to have some commonsense here.  
50 I believe, and I want to make one comment -- even
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1 if you cut me off I’ve got to make it -- if Buc-ee’s
2 comes, this property as C-2 is going to be so much more
3 valuable than this apartment they’re wanting to build. 
4 When Buc-ee’s comes, everybody else is going to come. 
5 It’s going to be a mess out there.  But I still believe
6 that property is better off C-2 because it fits in with
7 our community.  
8 If people have built their houses and their lives
9 out there counting on the fact that the zoning plan

10 that the County Council came up with was going to be
11 the zoning plan we were going to live with.  They built
12 their houses and their lives around it.  And I ask you
13 to keep that in place and not change it.  Thank you
14 very much for your time.
15 WILL MOORE:  Thank you.

16 APPLAUSE 

17 WILL MOORE:  All right. 
18 We’re not going to put up with the applause and all
19 that.  If you can’t be, you know, professional, we’re
20 going to ask you to leave.  Thank you.  
21 Michael Grimes.
22 MICHAEL GROOMS:  My name is
23 Michael Grooms.  And I live at 4545 Pine Lane.  And I
24 respectfully urge you to vote no for these apartments. 
25 It’s a -- our neighborhood is a very quiet residential
26 area, very wooded.  As one gentleman said earlier about
27 the wildlife, we have deer in our backyard.  And it’s
28 very quiet and nice.  
29 Pine Lane will be blocked by these apartments. 
30 They’re going to be right at the very end of the
31 street.  There’s only one way in and one way out.  And
32 it’s going to be very congested.  Before you vote,
33 please consider what you would do if these apartments
34 were being built in your neighborhood.  Thank you very
35 much.  And I urge you to vote no.
36 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
37 sir.  Margaret Wooten.
38 MARGARET WOOTEN:  My name is
39 Margaret Wooten, and I live at 4607 Pine Lane, District
40 5.  I urge you to vote no on this issue for numerous
41 reasons, which many of my neighbors have already
42 articulated.  One of the things that I think needs to
43 be considered is the congestion of the roads.  They are
44 very, very congested.  When I come to the end of Pine
45 Lane, I can turn right and go onto Clemson Boulevard. 
46 And if I were to turn left, I would risk losing my life
47 at least ten different ways.  I can never enumerate
48 them because people come in so many directions.  
49 So I welcomed the traffic light on Liberty
50 Highway.  It has now become extremely congested with
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1 the QT and will become every more so with these new
2 neighbors.  I have jokingly told my family for me to
3 leave Pine Lane, I’m going to need to leave by water. 
4 I may need to actually repair my grandson’s fishing
5 boat.  And that is preposterous in this lovely town in
6 which we live.  Vote no, please.  Thank you.
7 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
8 ma’am.  Moving on to William Stewart.  William Stewart. 
9 That was the last one on the list.  I’d like to go

10 ahead and open this up for discussion amongst the
11 Planning Commission.  Does anybody have any questions
12 or concerns?  
13 JANE JONES:  I have a
14 question for the developer.  You can probably answer
15 from back there.  This is an issue on some other
16 projects, and I know it’s not required anymore, but
17 just for information, have you been in touch with the
18 utility companies as far as water and sewer and
19 availability to your project?
20 ROBERT BARTON:  Yes.  We have
21 (inaudible) and spoken to all the utility companies.
22 JANE JONES:  Okay.  Thank
23 you.  
24 ROBERT BARTON:  (Inaudible.)
25 JANE JONES:  That answers
26 my question.
27 DAN HARVELL:  Excuse me. 
28 Does that mean you have a free and clear, a free and
29 clear certification that the utility companies can
30 handle this amount of new development at that place?
31 ROBERT BARTON:   We have
32 confirmation that they can take our loads.
33 DAN HARVELL:  Ms. Hunter, do
34 we have a record of that?
35 ALICIA HUNTER:  Mr. Harvell,
36 that is -- this is a first step.  The property has to
37 be rezoned first.  They’re not required to enter any
38 type of negotiation or contract with any utility
39 provider.  This is the first step.  This is not a
40 requirement at this point.
41 DAN HARVELL:  All right. 
42 Thank you for the clarification.
43 ALICIA HUNTER:  Yes, sir. 
44 WILL MOORE:  Anybody else?  
45 DONNA MATTHEWS:  How many
46 entrances do you have?  Does it all come onto -- is it
47 Hurricane?  Is all the traffic going to come onto one
48 major road?
49 ROBERT BARTON:  I think if we
50 pull the site plan up, there are entrance and egress
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1 both on Pine and Hurricane.
2 WILL MOORE:  Anybody else?  
3 BRYAN BOGGS:  Are they
4 required to do like a traffic impact study for the
5 rezoning?
6 WILL MOORE:  Alicia, could
7 you answer that, please, ma’am?
8 ALICIA HUNTER:  For the
9 rezoning, they are not.  If the project is approved

10 through Council -- through Planning Commission and
11 through County Council, if it’s rezoned, at that point
12 they will be doing a traffic study.  It’s set forth in
13 the ordinance.
14 WILL MOORE:  Thank you.  
15 WESLEY GRANT:  So, Ms.
16 Hunter, to clarify, if the approvals are obtained
17 tonight and through Council, there will be the traffic
18 study that will confirm what might or might not need to
19 be done?
20 ALICIA HUNTER:  Yes, sir.  Any
21 type of improvements or level of services that have to
22 be addressed, intersections, any type of road
23 improvements, will be addressed at that time.
24 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
25 Anybody else?
26 DAN HARVELL:  Yes, one more. 
27 Ms. Hunter, as far as this being preliminary as we’re
28 hearing it is, and I apologize for my tardiness because
29 I did not hear your staff report, so I’m asking this
30 blindly.  This being in the first stage that it is
31 right now, does that mean that we’re acting only as an
32 advisory to County Council as to what decision they
33 will make on the zoning?
34 ALICIA HUNTER:  That’s
35 correct.
36 DAN HARVELL:  Okay.  Thank
37 you.
38 ALICIA HUNTER:  It’s an
39 advisory recommendation.
40 WILL MOORE:  Okay.
41 BRYAN BOGGS:  I have a
42 question.
43 WILL MOORE:  Go ahead,
44 Bryan.
45 BRYAN BOGGS:  Is the
46 variance specific to this project or does it rezone it
47 forever?
48 ALICIA HUNTER:  No.  If it’s
49 rezoned, that’s what ---
50 BRYAN BOGGS:  It changes the
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1 current zoning forever?
2 ALICIA HUNTER:  The current
3 zoning, yes.
4 WILL MOORE:  Anybody else? 
5 I’d like to go ahead and open up the floor for a
6 motion.  Do I have anybody that would like to make a
7 motion?  
8 JANE JONES:  I make a
9 motion the project be denied.

10 WILL MOORE:  Do I have a
11 second?
12 DAN HARVELL:  Second.
13 WILL MOORE:  All in favor
14 of the denial, please raise your right hand.  It is
15 denied.  Raise your right hand, please, everybody. 
16 Okay.  Project is denied.
17 ALICIA HUNTER:  Mr. Chairman,
18 ---
19 JANE JONES:  Do I need to
20 state reasons now or do you want me to do that later?
21 ALICIA HUNTER:  Mr. Chairman,
22 Ms. Jones needs to make certain that she specifies for
23 the record why ---
24 JANE JONES:  That’s what I
25 just said, if he wants it now.
26 WILL MOORE:  Go ahead and 
27 ---
28 JANE JONES:  My reasons are
29 this project is incompatible with what’s already there,
30 the balance of interest, if you want to put it that
31 way.  It’s not in the general ---
32 ALICIA HUNTER:  Ms. Jones,
33 that’s for Chapter 38.  You’re getting that confused. 
34 That’s not for Chapter 70.  That’s a totally separate
35 ordinance.
36 JANE JONES:  I don’t know
37 what you want.  The reason I’m asking for it to be
38 denied is it’s not in the -- apparently in the public
39 interest of the people that live there.  The
40 infrastructure is not sufficient to handle the project. 
41 I’m not sure what you want me to say.
42 ALICIA HUNTER:  It’s not my
43 decision; it’s your decision.
44 JANE JONES:  Well, you just
45 told me I was -- anyway, that’s my reasons.
46 WILL MOORE:  All right. 
47 Thank you, ma’am.
48 Moving on to (b) in the agenda, a rezoning request
49 for 19.1 acres located on Highway 76.  And at this
50 point I’m going to turn it over to the Vice Chairman
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1 due to my involvement as my career.  I’m going to
2 recuse myself.
3 WESLEY GRANT:  Do we have a
4 staff report?
5 BRITTANY MCABEE:  Thank you,
6 Vice Chair.  This is a rezoning from C-2 to IZOD.
7 ALICIA HUNTER:  Brittany, wait
8 until they exit.
9 WESLEY GRANT:  Okay.  I think

10 we’re ready for the staff report.
11 BRITTANY MCABEE:  As stated
12 previously, this is a rezoning from C-2 to IZOD.  Sixty
13 property owners within a two thousand foot radius were
14 notified via postcard.  The applicant is Jonathan
15 Walker and the current owner of the property is Ernest
16 W. Garrison, Jr.  It’s located on Highway 76 in the
17 Denver-Sandy Springs voting precinct.  It’s located in
18 Council District 4 and it’s one parcel with the tax map
19 there for your viewing.  It’s 19.1 acres.  Currently
20 zoned C-2.  And the requested zoning is IZOD.  The
21 request is to rezone from C-2 to IZOD to develop the
22 hundred and seventy-six apartment units and a
23 commercial space along Highway 76.  The project will
24 provide 62.1 percent open space, which is almost seven
25 acres and a club house and pool playground area.
26 The highway commercial district is established for
27 the convenience of the traveling public, as well as the
28 convenience of local residents.  The innovative zoning
29 district allows flexibility and design character and
30 quality of new developments, as well as preserve
31 natural and scenic features of open space.  It must
32 encourage innovative site planning for residential,
33 commercial, institutional or industrial developments
34 within the district.  
35 This is a site layout of the concept.  And here is
36 the aerial view.  And the zoning map.  And the future
37 land use map.  
38 Staff evaluation is that the applicant’s purpose
39 is to develop that multi-family development as well as
40 a commercial space.  Future land use map does identify
41 the area as commercial and industrial.  But the
42 statement of intent plan will provide for 62.1 percent
43 open space.  Since Highway 76 is classified as a
44 principal arterial with no maximum trips per day and we
45 do have that commercial space, staff does recommend
46 approval of the rezoning.  This concludes the staff
47 report.
48 WESLEY GRANT:  Okay.  Thank
49 you for that report.  Do we have any developer
50 presentations for tonight?  Okay.  Please come forward
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1 and state your name and address, please.
2 JOHN CONLEY:  My name is
3 John Conley.  I’m with Britt Peters & Associates Civil
4 Engineering Company.  Our address is 101 Falls Park
5 Drive, Greenville, South Carolina 29601.  And this is
6 my associate David Caraway who also works at Britt
7 Peters.  We appreciate your time in letting us present
8 this project to you.  
9 We are -- I apologize.  So we have done our due

10 diligence for this property and the utilities will be
11 available us for the size and scope that we are
12 presenting.  The commercial development at this time is
13 unknown, but is a welcome addition to the parcel.  The
14 detention pond is going to be out of the way from the
15 residential areas and adjacent to an industrial park
16 where there is going to be a main driveway.  So it’s
17 centrally located to that area.  And we’ll be happy to
18 answer any questions that you might have.
19 WESLEY GRANT:  Commissioners,
20 does anyone have any questions for the developer?
21 DAN HARVELL:  Not at this
22 time.
23 WESLEY GRANT:  Okay.  Thank
24 you, sir.  No one signed up in the public comments
25 section.  So at this time if there are no more
26 questions for the staff or the developers from the
27 commissioners, I would entertain a motion.
28 DAN HARVELL:  Mr. Chairman,
29 I’ll make a motion to approve.
30 WESLEY GRANT:  We have a
31 motion to approve.  Do we have a second?
32 DONNA MATTHEWS:  I’ll second.
33 WESLEY GRANT:  We have a
34 second.  All those in favor raise your right hand.  All
35 those opposed.  Thank you very much.  It’s approved.
36 At this time I’ll turn the meeting back over to
37 Chairman Moore.
38 WILL MOORE:  Thank you, Mr.
39 Wes.  
40 Let’s move on to (c), land use permit application,
41 Just Another Hole in the Wall Tattoo, located on
42 Westinghouse Road.  Staff, if you’ll present that,
43 please.
44 TIM CARTEE:  Thank you, Mr.
45 Chairman.  As you just stated, this is a development
46 for Just Another Hold in the Wall.  Two hundred
47 property owners within the two thousand foot radius
48 were notified via postcard.  The applicant is Jessica
49 Silva.  And this is a tattoo shop.  The intended
50 development is in a pre-existing building along 300
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1 Westinghouse Road in Pendleton.  
2 Details of the development.  Tattoo shop warrants
3 for such use include obtaining a DHEC license not less
4 than six months prior to requesting county permits. 
5 Cannot be located within a thousand feet of any church,
6 school or playground, and meeting county standards for
7 setbacks, buffer yards and parking.  Total acreage for
8 this project is 4.69 acres.  It’s in council district
9 4.  This area is unzoned.  No variance is requested.  

10 Here you’ll see an aerial showing the property.  And
11 you can see the building up to your upper part of the
12 map.  And here’s the aerial view with the tax map
13 number.  
14 Staff recommends approval for this project which
15 has met the requirements for Chapter 38 Land Use. 
16 That’s all I have, Mr. Chairman.
17 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
18 sir.  All right.  Do I have a developer presentation or
19 anybody that would like to speak on behalf of the
20 applicant?
21 JESSICA SILVA:  I’m Jessica
22 Silva.
23 WILL MOORE:  Okay.  Go
24 ahead and state your name and address, please, ma’am.
25 JESSICA SILVA:  Hi, my name is
26 Jessica Silva.  I live at 115 Carrie Leigh Lane in
27 Pendleton.  Thank you for hearing my case tonight.  I
28 own Just Another Hole in the Wall Tattoo.  We’ve been
29 open for five years now.  And with the amazing support
30 of all our clients and the talented women that work
31 with me, we’ve had positive growth every year since our
32 grand opening, even during the pandemic, which we were
33 closed for two and a half months, and we still -- that
34 was our most lucrative year yet.  
35 I attribute that to the environment we’ve created
36 and the clientele that we are lucky enough to have. 
37 We’re not your typical tattoo studio.  My growing all-
38 female staff and I aspire to create an atmosphere for
39 our clients from the very first interaction they have
40 with us of comfort, acceptance and understanding.  
41 We’ve all seen how the experience of getting a tattoo
42 is very intimately tied with the permanent imprint on
43 your skin and therefore we don’t take it lightly. 
44 Every aspect of your day with us should kindle positive
45 memories every time you look at your tattoo, and that’s
46 what we strive for every day. 
47 Expansion means everything to me.  This is not
48 just a larger space.  It’ll allow us to grow and employ
49 more talented women which we absolutely will do and
50 ensure financial growth has always been a goal of mine. 
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1 But being able to allow my ladies to have a safe, clean
2 and beautiful environmental to share their craft with
3 their clients is much more important.  
4 Long term, the growth means that I can take a step
5 back from tattooing for profit and do more pro bono
6 work, such as reconstructive tattooing for people who
7 have survived cancer; for scar corrections for people
8 who have suffered injuries and overcome disease.  It’ll
9 also allow me to take time to organize more fund-

10 raisers which would be positive for the community.  And
11 raise money for local organizations, something I’d love
12 to take part in more.
13 Something that’s very important to us, as well,
14 with this expansion, would be to be able to offer
15 classes for children for education.  A lot of our
16 education programs in schools are getting cut, as you
17 know, and I think that’s something that we could really
18 help in the community with the space that I would be
19 provided with.  My daughter is very artistic herself. 
20 And knowing that there would be a safe space for her
21 and her friends to go to to do art is something that’s
22 very important to all of us.
23 I have big goals and all of them are directly or
24 indirectly geared to help the community of Pendleton
25 and inject positive financial and social growth.  I
26 want to make the outside of the building just as
27 beautiful as the inside of the building.  The road that
28 it is located on, Westinghouse Road, it’s not much to
29 look at as of right now and I’d like to beautify that. 
30 I want people to be interested in the road and have it
31 be a more beautiful location to drive down, especially
32 with the growth in the area.
33 I brought pictures of my current studio so you can
34 see how we run; and profit and loss statements.  I have
35 beautiful letters of recommendations from clients and
36 people here that you can see on their skin and they can
37 tell their stories.
38 I really thank you for allowing me to speak
39 tonight on behalf of myself and my girls.  And I hope
40 you’ll allow me to have this space.  Thank you very
41 much.
42 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
43 ma’am.  Savannah Russell.
44 SAVANNAH RUSSELL:  My name is
45 Savannah Russell.  I live at 109 Windham Drive,
46 Anderson, South Carolina 29621.
47 Just Another Hole in the Wall Tattoo has been a
48 home to me for five years now.  The work these
49 beautiful ladies create are dreams to their clients and
50 reflect their stories, their passions and sometimes
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1 loved one.  
2 Five years ago my father and brother walked into
3 this studio with low expectations due to what they had
4 seen in studios in the past.  The second they walked in
5 they were greeted by two incredible artists who put
6 their visions to life on their skin.  The studio, the
7 women, the clients, have become a second family to
8 myself and many others who walk through the door.
9 So the question remains, will Just Another Hole in

10 the Wall Tattoo be a good asset to Pendleton’s
11 community?  The answer is simply yes.  If Pendleton
12 values our work and a sense of community, then this
13 shop would be exactly what they need.  I’ve gained a
14 greater sense of self through being around these women,
15 gained more of an appreciation of art work and most
16 importantly, gained a safe space to be myself.  The
17 studio is more than just a tattoo shop.  It’s a safe
18 haven for those with faded art work, fresh ideas and
19 insecurities on their own skin.  Thank you.
20 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
21 ma’am.  Dr. Stephanie Madison.
22 STEPHANIE MADISON:  My name is
23 Stephanie Madison.  I live at 109 Berry Street in
24 Clemson.  And I am here today to speak on behalf of
25 Jessie’s shop because I just wanted to share what the
26 shop is really like and try to break stereotypes of
27 what perceptions of a tattoo shop might be, especially
28 coming into a community that hasn’t had one before.
29 I am a project manager in the College of Education
30 at Clemson, as well as an instructor in the literacy
31 doctoral program.  And so I know that a lot of times
32 people hear tattoo shop and just thing somewhere for
33 rowdy college students to show up at in the middle of
34 the night for some impulsive decision making.  But this
35 is not that kind of shop.  
36 What they fail to mentioned is the reason they
37 need a bigger space.  All of the artists there are
38 booked at a minimum six months in advance; some up to a
39 year in advance, so they do not take walk-ins at all. 
40 The art takes a while to create, which is part of the
41 process.  And speaking of art and offering classes, I
42 have commissioned water color paintings from one of the
43 artists as a gift to my boss, the acting dean of the
44 College of Education in Clemson.
45 So I’m just here to lend my support.  And while I
46 cannot promise that, you know, all of the college
47 students at Clemson will not go home, you know, without
48 a Tiger paw like somewhere on them, but it’s not going
49 to be from this shop because this shop is a whole
50 different ball game.  It’s a whole different level.  So
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1 I am just here to lend my support and just kind of
2 share that this is a very unique and different place
3 from what people might think.  Thank you.
4 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
5 ma’am.  Dr. Heather Kline Schaffer.
6 HEATHER SCHAFFER:  Good evening
7 to everyone.  I live at 333 Sitton Drive in Pendleton. 
8 My parents are both professors at Clemson is how we
9 moved to this area.  The founder and integrative

10 medical director of Stress Management Center here in
11 Anderson.  I’ve been in practice for fourteen years. 
12 We have about twelve hundred patients a month.  So we
13 deal primarily with trauma and anxiety and depression,
14 life adjustments.  Before that for fourteen years I was
15 coordinator of the Complimentary Therapy for Hospice of
16 the Upstate.  Had about nine hundred patients a year in
17 life transitions.
18 Some of my patients have been clients of the owner
19 of this shop.  And over the years in dealing with end
20 of life and oncology and people in trauma, it is really
21 clear that this type of healing work that she does is
22 an art, but it’s also meaningful to people in
23 transition.  
24 So I’m aware of many personal stories that have
25 become empowered as human beings in desiring to create
26 an emblem on their body and to embrace their lives in a
27 holistic way.  So I think this type of space would be
28 more of an art.  I’ve also been approved on the South
29 Carolina Artist roster and have done thirty-eight
30 murals around the state.  And I’ve seen the quality of
31 the work, and I think it would be a beautiful benefit
32 to our community.  And I plan to continue to live in
33 that community and would feel very good about this
34 proposed use of this land and her business coming in. 
35 I think it would be a wonderful cultural increase and
36 improvement to our community.  And possibly also help
37 shift the negative associations and connotations of
38 what happens.  Tattoos are a personal decision.  I
39 personally don’t have any, but I’ve seen it make a
40 remarkable change for the benefit of people.  I would
41 endorse what she’s doing and endorse this decision. 
42 Thank you.
43 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
44 ma’am.  Marcus Robinson.
45 MARCUS ROBINSON:  Good evening. 
46 My name is Marcus Robinson.  I live at 206 Summey
47 Street in Clemson, South Carolina 29631.  I’m here to
48 speak in favor of Just Another Hole in the Wall Tattoo
49 Shop.  
50 I started going to Just Another Hole in the Wall
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1 earlier in 2021 for my 42nd birthday.  I started
2 getting this piece on my right arm done.  I’ve had
3 about eight or nine full day sessions at the shop, so
4 I’ve been there a bit.  And it’s wonderful.  Every day
5 I get excited to go and hang out with the artists
6 there.  J.C., who is my artist, she’s always very fun. 
7 The shop is great.  It’s safe.  They lock the door all
8 day, because as mentioned earlier, they don’t take
9 walk-ins.  They’re booked.  Why would they need to

10 unlock the door?  
11 Also, Jessie buys us lunch every day, which means
12 -- that’s awesome.  But that also means she’s spending
13 money at some local establishment to feed like seven,
14 eight people every day.  So it’s definitely putting
15 money back into the community, which is something that
16 I really think you guys will consider, given all the
17 talk of other like effects and such. 
18 That being said, I think that you should approve
19 this because it’s a great establishment.  When I go
20 places and when I travel, people often say that they
21 like my tattoo.  And I usually carry a card for J.C. in
22 my pocket to emphasize how much I respect this shop. 
23 I’ve had people at the Biltmore Estate take my card and
24 say they would drive all the way to Anderson for
25 tattoos from this shop.  And that’s what you guys are
26 going to get.  If you pass this, you will get word of
27 mouth and you will get a great female run small
28 business that gets probably national recognition.  
29 Thank you for your time.
30 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
31 sir.  All right.  I’m going to open it up for questions
32 or comments from the Planning Commission.  Does anybody
33 on the commission have any questions or comments?
34 JANE JONES:  Would you
35 reconsider on the Tiger paw?
36 WILL MOORE:  All right. 
37 I’m going to go ahead -- no questions or concerns from
38 the commission; correct?  All right.  I’m going to go
39 ahead and open this up for a motion.  And I would like
40 to go ahead and make a motion myself to approve this
41 project.
42 WESLEY GRANT:  Second.
43 WILL MOORE:  All in favor
44 raise your right hand, please.  Unanimous.  Thank you.
45 All right.  Moving on to (d), land use permit
46 application for a speculative building on White Plains
47 Tract A located on Easley Highway.  Staff.
48 TIM CARTEE:  Thank you, Mr.
49 Chairman.  As you stated, this is a speculative
50 building from White Plains on Tract A.  The property
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1 owner is Gray Industrial Realty.  There was two hundred
2 and four property owners within a two thousand foot
3 radius that were notified via mail.  The authorized
4 representative is Alliance Consulting Engineering.  And
5 this development is intended to be a warehouse
6 distribution location.  It’s located on Highway 8,
7 which is state maintained.  
8 The details of this development -- this
9 distribution facility will consist of one proposed

10 building and is anticipated to be approximately four
11 hundred and eight thousand square feet, with off-street
12 parking for employees, truck docks, trailer parking on
13 the sides of the facility.  
14 Surrounding land use is commercial, residential
15 and vacant.  It’s on a total of 38.4 acres.  It’s in
16 Council District 7.  And the area is unzoned.  And the
17 utility suppliers will be ReWa, Duke Energy and
18 Powdersville.  No variance is requested.  Traffic
19 impact study was conducted and approved by the SCDOT
20 and Anderson County Road and Bridges.  A left turn will
21 be required on Highway 8 at the access.  The applicant
22 is required to obtain an encroachment permit from SCDOT
23 encroachment along Highway 8 prior to commencing with
24 construction.
25 Here you see the layout for the proposed
26 distribution facility.  This is an aerial showing the
27 property.  
28 Staff recommends approval.  This project has met
29 the requirements for Chapter 38 Land Use.  That’s all I
30 have, Mr. Chairman.
31 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
32 staff.  Developer presentation for this project?  Do we
33 have anybody here representing this project?  Please
34 come forward and state your name and address, please,
35 sir.
36 ADAM HOGAN:      Good evening. 
37 My name is Adam Hogan with Alliance Consulting
38 Engineers.  I live at 15 Rivanna Lane, Greenville,
39 South Carolina.  I’m here tonight to represent the
40 owner/developer.  I don’t have a presentation.  I’m
41 just here to answer questions if anybody has any. 
42 Thank you.
43 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
44 sir.  All right.  I’ll go ahead and open this up for
45 public comments.  Faye Fowler, please come forward and
46 state your name and address, please, ma’am.  And I’m
47 assuming this is Ms. Pamela Fowler, as well.
48 FAYE FOWLER:  She’s going to
49 be speaking for me.
50 WILL MOORE:  Okay.
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1 PAMELA FOWLER:  Good evening,
2 Mr. Chairman and honorable members of this commission. 
3 Thank you for the opportunity to speak.  My name is Pam
4 Fowler.  This is my mother, Faye Fowler, who lives at
5 1814 Easley Highway.  And her house is closest to this
6 property in question.  In fact, it’s literally right
7 next door.  My parents bought this house in the mid-
8 1970s.  White Plains has been their home and their
9 community for a very long time.  The previous owner of

10 the property in question informed my mother of his
11 intent to sell his family farm and gave my mother
12 assurances that the buyers would also be interested in
13 her house and her property.  That a phone call would be
14 coming and that an above-market price -- offer would be
15 made.  That information was intentional misinformation. 
16 No such thing happened.  
17 So my mother attempted to sell this house on her
18 own.  A good offer was made.  But as soon as the
19 potential buyer found out what was coming in next door,
20 the offer was withdrawn.  The next offer for my
21 mother’s property was fifty-five thousand dollars less. 
22 This is an amount insufficient for her to obtain
23 another suitable house and she is now stuck with the
24 house that she may be unable to sell at an acceptable
25 amount to allow her to move somewhere else.  
26 So my plea to this commission is to disallow the
27 plans for this property.  My father passed away in
28 October, last October, after two months in the hospital
29 with Covid.  And in addition to losing her husband of
30 sixty-six years, my mother is now losing her home of
31 forty-six years if you allow these warehouses to be
32 built.
33 My question is, how will the noise, the erosion,
34 and the pollution at this site be mitigated?  What will
35 be done to assure the safety and security of the long
36 term residents there?  Perhaps planners like yourself
37 and industry and developers, commercial people, would
38 like to have a big large mega metropolis in the I-85
39 corridor from Charlotte to Atlanta.  That isn’t
40 necessarily what the residents want.  My mother should
41 be allowed to grieve in peace and to live out her
42 senior years in her own home.  I think that you would
43 want that for your own mother.
44 Thank you for allowing me to speak.
45 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
46 ma’am, for your time.  Mickey Durham.  Mickey Durham. 
47 Sorry, I didn’t see you there behind them.
48 MICKEY DURHAM:  I’m Mickey
49 Durham.  I live at 201 Guyton Road, Williamston, South
50 Carolina, right off of exit 32.  I’ve been there -- my
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1 family has had that land for a hundred years.  And now
2 we’re seeing spec buildings coming up, popping up
3 everywhere.  We’ve got the Ryobi building down there. 
4 We’ve got this one going to come up over there.  Got
5 Love’s butted right up against Margaret Durham’s house. 
6 The community don’t need anymore.  The cost is too
7 high.  We’re looking at pollution, run-off.  We’ve got
8 streams.  I run a well, my dad runs a well.  Somebody
9 builds on our side, what environmental impacts are

10 going to be felt by that?  
11 We’ve got nothing but loud noise, soil and water
12 pollution that’s going to come from the runoff just
13 from the actual parking lot, just the size of it. 
14 Eighteen wheelers coming into the docking in the front
15 and everything.  The runoff alone is going to get into
16 the groundwater and it’s going to be a jeopardy to the
17 community.
18 I don’t care how many ponds you put up, how many,
19 you know, are there.  What you’re doing, you’re killing
20 the reason why people moved out into the country in the
21 first place.  You’re creating a private nuisance. 
22 You’re creating an environment where people can’t enjoy
23 their land the way they intend to.  All because the
24 best study says the greatest amount of money you can
25 get is by putting some spec building there.  And to
26 rent it to somebody coming in.  Ryobi doesn’t own that
27 building.  They’re just renting it.  What happens when
28 up the road there’s a cheaper deal.  We’ve just got a
29 big old eye sore.  
30 You’ve got to look for the future.  You can’t
31 sacrifice it now.  We’ve already saw the clear-cutting
32 and the deforestation on all sides of that
33 intersection.  That was a cash grab by the present
34 owners.  They cut right up to my line with no
35 hesitation or no regard.  They changed wind patterns at
36 my house.  So now, like when it snowed over the winter,
37 I had wind drifts all up on my porch that I had to
38 shovel off for the first time in my life.
39 We’ve got to stop looking at the dollar and start
40 looking at the community.  Look at what it’s doing to
41 our community and how it’s impacting those that live
42 there.
43 Appreciate your time.  I hope to heck you say no. 
44 Because my little boy cried when they cut the trees
45 down.  He hugged me when I told him what I came here to
46 tell y’all not to do it.  So if you vote yes, shame on
47 you.
48 WILL MOORE:  Marcia Haddan.
49 MARCIA HADDAN:  Good evening. 
50 My name is Marcia Haddan and I reside at 1143 Westwood
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1 Drive, Piedmont.  I live approximately one and a half
2 miles north of exit 32 off I-85.  I would like to
3 express my concerns regarding the increase in traffic
4 at the Highway 8 bridge, which passes over the
5 interstate at this location and the impact this
6 proposed warehouse will have on it.  This project
7 should not be allowed to proceed.
8 I’ve been a resident of the Wren School area for
9 twenty-seven years, and particularly at this location

10 for seventeen.  As the community and businesses have
11 grown in this area, traffic at the bridge has become
12 increasingly busy.  During rush hour times, the traffic
13 often backs up to the point where navigation is nearly
14 impossible.  The bridge itself is only two lanes with
15 not only on and off ramps for the interstate, but each
16 of the off ramps also has a county road intersecting
17 it, Durham and Guyton Roads.
18 There’s also an elementary school about two tenths
19 of a mile north of the interstate, also on Highway 8. 
20 During school time, it can often take ten minutes or
21 more just to get from one side of the bridge to the
22 next.  As precarious as traffic gets, a new Love’s
23 Truck Stop has already been approved and is being
24 constructed at this same location.  The entrance to the
25 Love’s Truck Stop will be nearly directly across from
26 the entrance and exit to the proposed warehouse.  This
27 will undoubtedly drastically change the flow or
28 standstill, as it will likely be, of traffic here.  
29 It is my understanding that a traffic analysis is
30 limited to analyzing current traffic patterns and flows
31 and extrapolating how the proposed build would change
32 that.  According to the SCDOT, this is their website,
33 the average daily traffic flow during 2021 south of the
34 bridge is thirteen thousand nine hundred vehicles per
35 day.  An average north of the bridge is ninety-six
36 hundred.  Taking into account that not everyone gets on
37 the interstate utilizing a right turn, this means there
38 are on average ten to fifteen thousand plus vehicles
39 crossing this two-lane bridge each day.  These numbers
40 do not even take in the traffic created from the Love’s
41 Truck Stop.
42 To add in the additional traffic as would come
43 with such a project would bottleneck traffic so much as
44 to make travel a nightmare.  
45 To approve this project without additional
46 infrastructure study and work and without taking into
47 account the additional road burden of the Love’s Truck
48 Stop and heavy industrial vehicles, in my opinion,
49 would be a disservice to the community, the truck
50 drivers, the visitors to our area, and to your duty as
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1 a county servant.  
2 I urge you, respectfully, do not let this project
3 proceed.  Vote no.  Thank you for your time.
4 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
5 ma’am.  I’m going to go ahead and open this up amongst
6 the Planning Commission for discussion.  Does anybody
7 have any questions or concerns, comments?
8 DAN HARVELL:  Yes, Mr.
9 Chairman.  I would like to know the location of Ms.

10 Fowler’s property to this.  I’m looking at a map.  I
11 think I know where that house is, but I’m not sure. 
12 Could you all clarify that for us?
13 PAMELA FOWLER:  Yes, sir.  Her
14 house is literally next door to this warehouse.  If
15 you’ll look at about nine o’clock on that picture ---
16 DAN HARVELL:  Yeah.
17 PAMELA FOWLER:  --- that’s my
18 mom’s house right there on the right on Highway 8.  If
19 you cross the bridge going west, that’s my mom’s house. 
20 It’s the only house there now.  They’ve already torn
21 down the others.
22 DAN HARVELL:  And the Love’s
23 Truck Stop will be where we see the connotation of new,
24 in that corner across from it; right?
25 TIM CARTEE:  Yes, sir. 
26 DAN HARVELL:  Okay.  Are
27 there any specifications about the buffer between that
28 entrance drive and that adjacent property?  Staff?
29 TIM CARTEE:  Yes, sir. 
30 They’ll have to meet the current standards for that. 
31 Any time a commercial building butts up against the
32 property of a residential home, they will be required
33 to buffer that.
34 DAN HARVELL:  Okay.  I have
35 another question.  This is my district so I’m extra
36 concerned about this one.  Have we had -- the builder
37 of this spec warehouse, what height is this building?
38 TIM CARTEE:  Mr. Chairman 
39 -- I mean councilman -- it is forty-five feet.
40 DAN HARVELL:  Okay.  You
41 know, we kind of got bitten in the behind with the
42 Walgreens thing that was up actually about a hundred. 
43 I had some residents in my district that were concerned
44 about the height of this one in relation to that one,
45 so that’s why I asked that question.
46 TIM CARTEE:  Yes, sir. 
47 Anything that’s over thirty feet has to do a one-to-one
48 setback if it’s higher than thirty feet.
49 DAN HARVELL:  Okay.  And we
50 know this will not be more than forty-five?
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1 TIM CARTEE:  That’s
2 correct, according to the plans.
3 DAN HARVELL:  Thank you.
4 WILL MOORE:  Anybody else? 
5 Concerns, comments?  All right.  I’ll go ahead and open
6 it up for a motion.  Do I have anybody that wants to
7 make a motion for approval or denial?
8 DAN HARVELL:  Well, it’s my
9 district, Mr. Chairman, but I do feel the concerns. 

10 The other gentleman, Mr. Durham, where do you live in
11 relation to this map?  And also, Ms. Haddan, where do
12 you live in relation to this map?
13 MICKEY DURHAM:  I live on the
14 other side of the bridge.
15 DAN HARVELL:  Other side of
16 the bridge?  Okay.
17 MICKEY DURHAM:  Near parcel D,
18 as far as the parcels.  That’s parcel A.  I’m on parcel
19 D.  I don’t want to open the door for more spec
20 buildings as industrialization.  I get that the best
21 use study is going to point towards anything that’s in
22 the country to be rezoned that way.  I don’t think that
23 that’s why we all live in the country and what we need
24 to do to save the country.
25 DAN HARVELL:  You know, the
26 other flip side to this is the fact that you’re right
27 on I-85.  And that’s the flip side to this situation. 
28 And that ---
29 MICKEY DURHAM:  But it wasn’t
30 there a hundred years ago when my family settled there.
31 DAN HARVELL:  I understand
32 that.
33 MICKEY DURHAM:  So I can’t
34 help what y’all think.
35 DAN HARVELL:  That’s why our
36 decisions, our decisions are difficult and they’re kind
37 of gut wrenching sometimes, and I hope you appreciate
38 that.
39 MICKEY DURHAM:  I do, sir.  I
40 do, sir.  And I hope that you’ll appreciate the passion
41 of the community.
42 DAN HARVELL:  And Ms.
43 Haddan, where are you in that?
44 MARCIA HADDAN:  I live about
45 one and a half miles north.  I also -- my son who lives
46 on Durham Road around the corner, owns about fifty
47 acres there, and the traffic at that bridge impacts us
48 daily.  It’s difficult to get onto the interest or off
49 of the interstate during rush house.  And when school
50 is in session, if you’re there at seven thirty, eight
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1 o’clock in the morning, you’re camped out for a while.
2 DAN HARVELL:  So as far as
3 traffic studies that have been done, can you reiterate
4 that?
5 WILL MOORE:  Dan, we could
6 turn this over to Ms. Sprague.
7 TIM CARTEE:  Ms. Sprague,
8 yes, she’s our engineer for traffic.
9 WILL MOORE:  She’s our

10 county traffic engineer.
11 GAYE SPRAGUE:  Thank you.  As
12 y’all recall from other cases and from the introductory
13 session we had at the beginning of last fall, there are
14 two ways that we trigger having to do an improvement
15 per the Anderson County ordinance.  
16 One is if we change the level of service grade
17 that an intersection gets.  Or we meet one of the turn
18 lane warrants that DOT has that we use.  
19 And in this case, this development meets that
20 warrant.  We concurred in our review with DOT’s
21 recommendation for a left turn lane into this
22 development, in that it’s a big project.  It’s a big
23 requirement.  So we are requiring that they do that
24 because that is what is required of our ordinance.  And
25 that’s part of the recommendation before you tonight.
26 DAN HARVELL:  Okay.  With
27 that recommendation, has that included the traffic that
28 would be coming from the truck stop, as well, or is
29 that just this individual issue?
30 GAYE SPRAGUE:  There is
31 background growth, also, in that.  Now, I didn’t go
32 back and check to see exactly how much of that goes
33 with that development.  But there is background growth. 
34 As Mr. Durham mentioned, there’s a Parcel D on the
35 other side of the interstate that is going to be built. 
36 That traffic is also included.  And then of course
37 included is the traffic here for this development.
38 DAN HARVELL:  Okay.  I would
39 encourage input from the other members of the
40 commission.  I feel like I need to make a motion one
41 way or the other on this, but I want to hear from you
42 all.  Please.
43 WESLEY GRANT:  Ms. Sprague,
44 what would be the traffic impact of a high density
45 residential development such as the thirty-five acres
46 we looked at earlier?  I was going back through my
47 packet.  But if you know the statistic of a three
48 hundred sixty unit complex would be compared to a
49 industrial building such as this?
50 GAYE SPRAGUE:  In this
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1 specific case, if you’ve got just a second for me to
2 look here at what the projection for -- okay, yeah. 
3 Yes.  Thank you.  They are projecting here what you
4 might expect to be generated by sixty-two single-family
5 houses.  And that’s about maybe a hundred or a hundred
6 and twenty apartments.  This is just a rule of thumb,
7 so that’s a large -- a three hundred and sixty, you
8 could expect about one trip per hour for single-family
9 and about six-tenths of that for multi-family.  So it

10 would generate more.
11 WILL MOORE:  Thank you, Ms.
12 Sprague.  Anybody else?  
13 DONNA MATTHEWS:  You had said
14 something about a standard buffer between the houses. 
15 What is the standard buffer?
16 TIM CARTEE:  They would be
17 required to install a fence and buffer with trees and
18 landscaping to block the view of that building.
19 DONNA MATTHEWS:  Do they have
20 like a distance of the buffer?
21 TIM CARTEE:  They have that
22 option, fifty, seventy-five feet width of a buffer
23 yard.
24 DAN HARVELL:  Does that
25 include the possibility of a berm as well as the trees,
26 or is it one or the other?
27 TIM CARTEE:  It would
28 include a berm.  It just depends on how wide they go
29 with the berm.  The wider they do, the less they are
30 required to put in the vegetation.
31 DAN HARVELL:  All right.  
32 WILL MOORE:  Everybody
33 good?  Dan?
34 DAN HARVELL:  Oh, man, this
35 is a tough one here.  As I said, right on 85.  It’s the
36 place you put warehouses if they’re going to be in the
37 county for efficiency.  But I do appreciate the
38 property owners’ situation with them having been there
39 first.  So I’m going to say -- basically I’m going to
40 make a motion on behalf of the property owners to deny,
41 even though I don’t expect necessarily you all to do
42 it.  So I make the motion for denial.
43 WILL MOORE:  Do I have a
44 second?  Do I have a second in favor of the denial?
45 BRAD BURNETTE:  Second.
46 WILL MOORE:  All in favor
47 of the denial, raise your right hand.  You seconded the
48 denial, Brad?  But you’re not voting -- the motion does
49 not pass.  It is approved, seven to one.
50 All right.  Moving on to the next one, letter (e),
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1 for the land use permit application, Hood Road
2 apartments located on Hood Road.  Staff.
3 TIM CARTEE:  Thank you, Mr.
4 Chairman.  This is Hood Road Apartments.  Two hundred
5 fifteen property owners were notified within the two
6 thousand foot radius.  The property owner of record is
7 AJ Heirloom Properties.  The applicant is Kayak Group,
8 Kalpak Shah.  And the authorized representative is
9 David Hall.  It’s located on Hood Road, which is state

10 maintained.  And this project will comprise of two
11 hundred and seventy-six multi-family units.  The
12 proposed concept plan is two vehicle ingress and egress
13 locations onto Hood Road.  This project will include a
14 clubhouse with pool, dog park, children’s playground
15 area and ample green space and landscaping areas.
16 The surrounding land use is residential,
17 commercial and vacant.  It sits on acreage of 13.24. 
18 It’s in Council District 6.  This area is unzoned.  The
19 supplying water company will be Powdersville.  Sewer
20 will be ReWa.  And Duke Energy will be the power
21 supplier.  There’s no variance requested.  Hood Road is
22 classified as an arterial road with no maximum average
23 trips per day.  The applicant is required to obtain an
24 encroachment permit from SCDOT for encroachment along
25 Hood Road prior to commencing with construction.  
26 Here’s a layout of the development.  And here’s an
27 example of the apartment complex.  Here’s some
28 amenities.  And here’s the aerial of the tax map for
29 the property.  Staff recommends approval.  This project
30 has met the requirements in Chapter 38 Land Use. 
31 That’s all I have, Mr. Chairman.
32 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
33 sir.  Thank you, staff.  I’m going to go ahead and ask
34 the developer, is anybody here representing this
35 development for a development presentation?  Please
36 come forward and state your name and address, please,
37 sir.
38 DAVID HALL:  My name is
39 David Hall.  I’m a civil engineer from Greenville.  I
40 live at 212 Elizabeth Street in Greenville 29609.  
41 I was engaged by the Kayak Hotel Group or Kayak
42 Group to examine this piece of property for this
43 apartment.  Kalpak Shah, one of the developers is here
44 to give his presentation.
45 KALPAK SHAH:  My name is
46 Kalpak Shah.  Good evening, everyone.  My address is
47 12705 Wyndham West Drive, Glen Allen, Virginia.  I’m a
48 principal for Kayak Development Group and we are
49 principally developing all over the east coast.  We
50 develop class A upscale communities with resort style
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1 amenities like clubhouse with twenty-four hour gym,
2 swimming pool, pet park, pickle ball courts, children’s
3 playground, walking and jogging trail.  When I visited
4 the Greenville area in January, my friend who is a
5 realtor, they showed me this plat.  I like the area
6 very much.  And I decided to be present and build a
7 footprint in this area.  
8 So it will be two hundred and seventy-six units. 
9 As I said, it will have all the amenities which I

10 mentioned.  It will be very upscale.  It will meet the
11 demands for the growing professionals in the area,
12 working families where there’s a need for upscale
13 housing.  So we are looking forward to show this nice
14 community to the area.  It will actually beautiful the
15 Hood Road corridor where it is located now.  
16 So here are some pictures for an existing
17 community.  And here is brochure.  We have left
18 brochures outside to look at it, as well.  Here is the
19 location at the corner of Hood Road in the Powdersville
20 area.  We have also hired very experienced local civil
21 engineer to design the site.  They have completed all
22 the necessary studies, including traffic impact study
23 and we are willing and prepared to address any concerns
24 and any comments and all the recommendations by the
25 city engineer.  We’re committed to the area and hope we
26 can be a part of Anderson County’s growth.  Thank you.
27 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
28 sir.  All right.  I’m going to go ahead and open it up
29 for public comments.  Andrea Dyar.
30 ANDREA DYAR:   Hi.  My name
31 is Andrea Dyar.  I reside at 447 Tillotson Road in
32 Anderson.  I am a teacher in the Powdersville area at
33 Anderson School District One.  Three out of the four
34 next developments that will be discussed will be
35 impacting the Powdersville schools, and so I just
36 wanted to come and speak on behalf.
37 The development of the greatest potential impact
38 is the Hood Road Apartments.  Currently on the Hood
39 Road Apartment land use review, standards of land use
40 approval consideration question C was answered no. 
41 That question asks, will the proposed use not cause an
42 excessive or burdensome use of public facilities or
43 services, including but not limited to streets,
44 schools, water or sewer facilities and police and fire
45 protection.  This development will have four hundred
46 and ninety-nine parking spaces which would potentially
47 add five hundred cars daily to Hood Road.  Two of the
48 schools on Hood Road, Powdersville Elementary and
49 Powdersville High School, the car lines are already on
50 that road, making traffic very hard.  Powdersville
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1 Middle did attempt to alleviate some of that by
2 providing a front entrance off of Roe Road, but we
3 still have teachers’ traffic, bus traffic, all coming
4 down Hood Road.  
5 They have a hundred and twenty-six proposed two-
6 bedroom apartments and twenty-four three-bedroom
7 apartments.  Conservatively estimating the amount of
8 children from that development, saying one for the two-
9 bedroom apartments, two for the three-bedroom

10 apartments, that’s potentially already a hundred and
11 seventy-four students being added to the schools when
12 this development is completed.  As y’all are aware from
13 the last impact fee vote that was voted no, our schools
14 are growing already with very little funding to build
15 up our schools to deal with this growth.  
16 So I just wanted to give some of those numbers. 
17 So Concrete Primary is currently at a hundred and one
18 percent capacity.  With all the potential developments
19 that could be coming, that would then put them at a
20 hundred and nine percent capacity, potentially going
21 from eight hundred and six to eight hundred and
22 seventy-four kids, with the three developments that
23 would be coming, including the Hood Road Apartments. 
24 Powdersville Elementary would go from eighty-nine to
25 ninety-seven percent capacity.  Powdersville Middle,
26 eighty-nine to ninety-seven percent capacity.  And
27 Powdersville High School from eighty-seven to ninety-
28 three and a half percent capacity.
29 As you’re all aware -- or in addition,
30 Powdersville does not have a designated police station,
31 and the only local police or fire department is totally
32 volunteer ran, and they only have one volunteer on
33 staff at any given time.  I just don’t think that the
34 infrastructure and the community resources, the
35 schools, the water, that has been brought up as well
36 from the Powdersville Water, that they might not be
37 able to pull this impact.  
38 And so I would please consider y’all to consider
39 the burdensome impacts on the public facilities that
40 these developments, especially the Hood Road
41 Apartments, would be bringing to our schools and I
42 would urge you to deny it.  Thank you.
43 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
44 ma’am.  Chris Rasco.  Come forward and state your name
45 and address, please, sir.
46 CHRIS RASCO:  My name is
47 Chris Rasco.  I’m an engineer with Powdersville Water,
48 1719 Circle Road in Powdersville, South Carolina.
49 I’ve been employed there just about eighteen years
50 now.  We started out with about eight thousand taps. 
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1 Today we have just about fifteen thousand.  Rapid
2 growth.  Everyone knows how fast Powdersville is
3 growing.  Three percent faster than pretty much
4 anything in the county.
5 We’ve been keeping up with growth, doing just
6 fine.  You know, we spend over twenty-five million
7 dollars in new infrastructure over the eighteen years
8 I’ve been there.  Any time a new commercial development
9 comes in, we have proven development policies, water

10 availability.  Forms for construction space and
11 guidelines.  It’s been proven.  The issue we have on
12 this one is we have not been notified anything about
13 this project.  I have not received any site plans.  No
14 water availability.  None of our forms.  So I just
15 wanted to go on record right now saying that, you know,
16 Powdersville Water, we cannot commit to any water
17 because we simply don’t have any information on this
18 project.  Any questions for me?
19 WILL MOORE:  No, sir. 
20 Thank you.
21 CHRIS RASCO:  Thank you.
22 WILL MOORE:  All right.  I
23 can’t read this last name.  David Hall from Greenville,
24 South Carolina.
25 DAVID HALL:  That’s me.
26 WILL MOORE:  Oh, okay.  All
27 right.  I’m sorry.  I couldn’t read your writing there. 
28 Tiffany Estes.
29 TIFFANY ESTES:  Good evening. 
30 Tiffany Estes, 801 North Hamilton Street, Williamston. 
31 I am the Director of Planning and Development for
32 Anderson School District One.  Just wanted to give you
33 some information that will just help you consider
34 whether or not to approve this property and subsequent
35 properties coming up to discuss that will impact on our
36 schools.
37 Again, we are not for or against any growth or
38 subdivision, but we know growth is inevitable. 
39 However, we have grown thirty percent over the last
40 fifteen years.  So if that equates for another fifteen
41 years, we’re going to see another three thousand
42 students impacting our schools.  Concrete, which is our
43 primary school, is already over capacity.  They will
44 have three portables onsite for the upcoming school
45 years.  These are pre-K to second grade students.  
46 Also, for Powdersville Elementary, they are just
47 about at capacity.  And then also the middle school
48 which was renovated also very near capacity.  And they
49 also will have a portable.  
50 With our current building plan, we passed a one
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1 hundred and nine bond referendum back in 2019 and are 
2 -- our constituents passed that.  We are very proud of
3 that.  However, we have added sixty-six rooms since
4 2019.  And they’re not enough.  There are over two
5 thousand already approved homes out there.  We just
6 want the best for our kids, where to put our kids, for
7 our teachers, for our staff, for their safety.  We just
8 want that to be considered for not just this project,
9 for all the projects this evening.  Thank you.

10 WILL MOORE:  All right. 
11 Moving on, Maripat Herring.
12 MARIPAT HERRING:  My name is
13 Maripat Herring.  I live at 1006 Briarwood Drive, which
14 is Timbrook Subdivision.  
15 If you would put the map back up that shows Hood
16 Road.  I don’t think it’s adequate.  I don’t think you
17 understand this.  But that wall right there, that’s
18 Highway 153.  It’s a four-lane road.  And you are
19 sitting in the 7-11, and directly behind you is where
20 this man wants to build.  Okay?  That’s how close we
21 are.  This road right here, Hood Road, cannot
22 accommodate the traffic that’s on it right now.  And
23 you want to add five hundred more cars?  And the
24 distance from the red light to where that’s going to be
25 is about that much.  Not much more.  I promise you, you
26 cannot handle the traffic that’s in Powdersville now. 
27 You certainly cannot handle it with five hundred more
28 cars.  And I don’t care that you’ve got two entrances. 
29 It doesn’t matter.  If you had a thousand entrances, 
30 it won’t be enough.  
31 They had to build an additional road on Roe Road
32 to accommodate the schools so parents can get their
33 children to school on time.  It takes twenty-five
34 minutes to get from Timbrook Subdivision to
35 Powdersville Elementary School.  It is about three or
36 four miles.  That is inadequate, people.  It is just
37 too much.  These people have got to do more.  And the
38 red light coming on Hood Road, back on 153 if you want
39 to turn left, you’ve got a turning lane that’s about
40 four cars distance.  Maybe.  And that light, when it
41 turns green, those people just keep going.  And I’ve
42 counted up to seven cars that continued to go.  And
43 people on the other side of the road, they can’t move
44 because, guess what, these cars are out in the
45 intersection and they just keep going and keep going
46 and keep going.  We just cannot do it, people.  
47 Y’all have got to open your ears and your eyes. 
48 If you don’t understand, go into Powdersville.  He led
49 you to believe that this is not going to affect the
50 traffic.  He did that study in June.  Our schools are
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1 closed in June.

2 APPLAUSE 

3 WILL MOORE:  Kate Anderson.
4 KATE ANDERSON:  My name is
5 Kate Anderson.  I live at 1020 Freshwater Lane in
6 Easley.  And I am speaking today on behalf as a
7 teacher.  While those apartments look beautiful, this
8 decision will affect me daily during the school year
9 and then also as a resident of the area.  

10 So I teach at concrete Primary, which is not right
11 there on Hood Road, but it’s right down the road on
12 Powdersville Main.  And we already have three portables
13 outside of our building.  We have ten kindergarten
14 classes, eleven first grade classes, eleven second
15 grade classes and four K-4 classes.  There were eight
16 hundred students.  
17 Now, we’re over capacity.  You heard that from Dr.
18 Estes.  Powdersville Elementary, Middle and High are
19 also very close.  We all had additions built recently
20 within the last five years.  They’re full.  
21 So let’s talk about that traffic piece.  So the
22 traffic study was done in June.  I wish it had been
23 done during the school year.  It takes families about
24 forty-five minutes to get from those three schools to
25 Concrete Primary, which is 1.2 miles down the road, on
26 a school day.  That is in the morning.  Kids are late
27 all the time.  Now, it’s the same going the other way,
28 too, because you have all these people that are trying
29 to get through.  It’s a huge issue.  There are
30 accidents all the time.  
31 So then we talk about the gridlock in the whole
32 area from about seven a.m. to about eight thirty in the
33 morning and then one thirty to four o’clock, maybe it’s
34 a little bit later, but you cannot move on these roads. 
35 Emergency vehicles cannot move on these roads.  They
36 cannot get through.  I spoke in December about the
37 proposed neighborhood across from this school.  The
38 volunteer fire department, if there was an emergency at
39 the school or one of the nearby homes, they couldn’t
40 get to it.  That is an issue.  
41 In addition, if we were to look at busing the
42 kids, there aren’t enough people to drive the buses. 
43 Ms. Brady has a school bus sitting at the local Ingles
44 trying to get people to sign up to be a bus driver.  We
45 have bus routes that don’t have drivers on a regular
46 basis.  I’d say about ninety percent of the school year
47 last year we had at least one bus route that did not
48 have a driver.  So kids were having to sit at school
49 for an additional forty-five minutes before a driver
50 ran their route to come back and pick them up.  We have
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1 drivers coming over from the Wren area that are having
2 to pick up these kids because they’re having to run
3 their routes and then they’re coming over to our
4 schools, because there’s not enough buses.  And we have
5 to go in cars.  It’s -- we have to because there aren’t
6 enough buses to take these kids to their homes.
7 WILL MOORE:  Ma’am, I’m
8 sorry, your time is up.
9 KATE ANDERSON:  Okay.  Thank

10 you.
11 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
12 Jimmy Davis.
13 JIMMY DAVIS: Thank you, Mr.
14 Chair and Commissioners.  I appreciate your service to
15 Anderson County.  I am here tonight to make sure and to
16 ensure that the voices of District 6 are well heard and
17 noted.  I want to say a great word of thanks to Dr.
18 Estes, Mr. Binnicker and all the teachers that come and
19 take their time to speak about this, because they’re
20 passionate.  And we’re all passionate about what’s
21 going on in District 6.  And I think you note that by
22 our attendance at commission meetings.  And I want to
23 say there is a great passion in District 6.  When the
24 Planning Commission packet comes out, it is well spread
25 across the district.  
26 We have concerns for growth.  It’s almost like the
27 little leak in the dike started about ten years ago and
28 it’s now a big gaping, gushing hole coming through. 
29 And our infrastructure cannot handle much more.  That’s
30 a sad thing to say and that really falls back on the
31 County Council that the planning has not taken place in
32 the last ten years to ensure this.
33 As Ms. Herring spoke of, we actually had to build
34 a road -- this happened right before I came on Council
35 -- to get access to the school.  That’s how much
36 traffic is there.  And it’s across everywhere.  
37 There’s a recent study showing that Highway 153 at
38 several -- two times in a day has as much traffic as
39 Woodruff Road.  And if you haven’t been on there, I
40 suggest you go up and visit.  It’s horrendous traffic
41 because I’m on there at least two or three times a day. 
42 And so I just want to make sure that people are
43 heard tonight and that you understand the severity of
44 the issue.  It’s nothing against the developer.  I
45 think they are beautiful apartments.  There’s a place
46 for them.  I just don’t think it’s on Hood Road.  
47 Thank you.
48 WILL MOORE:  Donnie -- is
49 it Donnie Hogan?  I can’t read that last name there.
50 DONNIE COOPER:  Donnie Cooper?
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1 WILL MOORE:  Yes.  Sorry,
2 sir, I can’t read your writing.
3 DONNIE COOPER:  No problem.  I
4 can’t read it either.  Anyway, I’m here about the
5 primary subdivision this Walls at Rivers Edge located
6 on Anderson Road -- Anderson Street and Old River Road. 
7 I may have signed the wrong paper.
8 TIM CARTEE:  Mr. Chairman,
9 we haven’t got to that one yet.

10 WILL MOORE:  That’s the
11 wrong project, sir.
12 DONNIE COOPER:  You want me to
13 just wait?
14 WILL MOORE:  Yes, sir. 
15 DONNIE COOPER:  Sorry about
16 that.  I thought all the sheets were the same.
17 WILL MOORE:  That’s okay. 
18 Leslie Quarles.
19 LESLIE QUARLES:  Good evening. 
20 Thank you for giving me the time to speak this evening. 
21 My name is Leslie Quarles.  I live at 15 Woodhaven Way,
22 Easley 29642.  I grew up in Anderson.  My family and I
23 specifically picked the Powdersville Community in the
24 summer of 2017 to move our family.  So we are very
25 proud to live there.  And we picked it in particularly
26 for the location and that small town feel and the
27 school system.  
28 So today I’m coming to you as a resident and a
29 concerned parent, as I have two children in the school
30 system.  As you all know, Powdersville is in that
31 unique corner of Anderson County that is beside Pickens
32 and Greenville Counties.  We’re very proud residents of
33 Anderson County and we were really excited when that
34 grand Welcome to Anderson County sign was put on
35 Interstate 85 at exit 40 announcing that everybody was
36 coming into Anderson County.  And they have.
37 And I appreciate the planned growth with strategy
38 for the community, schools and roads to be able to
39 sustain that growth.  However, growth without proper
40 planning can lead to chaos and frustration for those
41 that live there.
42 One of my concerns as has already been discussed
43 or presented, is the traffic patterns and the road
44 infrastructure.  I’m not sure if any of you all live in
45 our community or if you’ve had an opportunity to drive
46 over there, as some folks have already mentioned, to
47 see the traffic that we endure.  Specifically during
48 the school year, the weekdays.  I will drive around the
49 traffic to where I need to go adding more miles to my
50 car just to try and get somewhere.  You know, it’s a
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1 wonderful community, but there’s got to be planning
2 before you -- like one gentleman said earlier, you
3 don’t want to put the cart before the horse.
4 Also, as the school professionals have already
5 wonderfully stated, my concern as a parent is the
6 capacity in the schools.  And my question is, has there
7 a study been done to show that our schools can support
8 these proposed developments?  That sacrifices our
9 students and as importantly our stressed teachers and

10 administrators.  
11 And I was so happy to see someone here from
12 Powdersville Water address the letter that I’m sure
13 some of us have seen that, you know, there’s the
14 concern can these developments even be services.
15 So I appreciate your time.  Thank you.
16 WILL MOORE:  Beth Bailey.
17 LESLIE QUARLES:  Mr. Chairman,
18 I signed up on two others, if you’ll strike my name off
19 on the other two in Easley, because I would just be
20 reiterating the same statements.
21 WILL MOORE:  Yes, ma’am. 
22 Thank you.  Beth Bailey.
23 BETH BAILEY:  Hello Planning
24 Commission.  I was here several months ago opposing a
25 development on Barr Circle, which is directly across
26 from where these apartments will be.  We have yet to
27 see the impact of how that development is going to
28 impact Hood Road, much less the proposed apartment
29 complex that will be coming if you all vote in favor of
30 this.
31 I use that sidewalk up and down Hood Road several
32 times a week.  And it’s getting dangerous.  The cross
33 country team from Powdersville High School uses that
34 sidewalk.  Cars coming in and out of a new development
35 is going to add to the danger.  And quite frankly, I
36 don’t think that’s something we want to have to deal
37 with.  
38 I think that as a Planning Commission, your job is
39 to help us grow but help us to manage the growth
40 appropriately.  And I think you’ve heard from a lot of
41 people in the community, including me -- I live less
42 than a mile away from this -- that we don’t want it. 
43 And I’m hoping this time our voices will make a
44 difference to you all and vote against what truly may
45 be a lovely apartment complex.  We already have a
46 lovely apartment complex on Hood Road.  This gentleman
47 lives in Virginia.  He doesn’t have to deal with this
48 like we all do every single day.
49 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
50 ma’am.  I’m going to open it up for comments amongst
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1 the Planning Commission.
2 JANE JONES:  Could I ask a
3 question of the developer?  
4 DAN HALL:  I’m the
5 engineer.  I’ll try to answer it.
6 JANE JONES:  Okay.  That’s
7 good.  I know we’ve already gone over the fact that
8 there’s been no contact with the water company.  What
9 about the sewer?

10 DAVID HALL:  Well, I made
11 contact ---
12 JANE JONES:  And I know you
13 don’t have to do this up-front.  But it just makes
14 sense that you would want to know.
15 DAVID HALL:  Yes, ma’am.  I
16 tried to make contact with the water company.  I did
17 not pursue that.  It was during Covid.  There was
18 issues ---
19 JANE JONES:  What about the
20 sewer?
21 DAVID HALL:  I went to
22 ReWa.  Sat down with ReWa.  And we got that worked out. 
23 We’ll have to put in a gravity system and a lift
24 station to pump it back up the hill, just like the
25 apartment complex across the street is doing.  But
26 there is capacity for the sewer, yes.  I know that for
27 a fact.
28 JANE JONES:  On your design
29 you were talking about all these amenities.  I’m not
30 just picking on you.  I ask everybody this question. 
31 Are those things, the pools and all, is all that going
32 to be done by you prior to -- these are rental units;
33 right?  Not ---
34 DAVID HALL:  Yes, ma’am.
35 JANE JONES:  Are you going
36 to provide that or does that come later or ---
37 DAVID HALL:       No.  That will
38 be provided before this facility opens. 
39 JANE JONES:  Okay.  And are
40 you making -- trying to meet any of the Section 8
41 requirements for rental property?
42 DAVID HALL:  I don’t think
43 so.
44 JANE JONES:  That’s the
45 government subsidy?
46 DAVID HALL:  No.
47 JANE JONES:  Okay.  Thank
48 you.
49 DAVID HALL:  I do want to
50 address one other comment, if I can, about the traffic
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1 study.
2 WILL MOORE:  Absolutely. 
3 Go ahead.
4 DAVID HALL:  The counts
5 were made in early May before school ended.  We did
6 that intentionally.  And the traffic study came back
7 with recommendations, which we are going to be able to
8 meet.  We have to make signal improvements at 153 and
9 Hood Road.  And our driveways have to line up with the

10 driveways across the street.  We’ve prepared to do both
11 of those.
12 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
13 sir.  Anybody else?
14 JANE JONES:  Is there a
15 representative from the Powdersville Fire Department
16 here?  I had ---
17 CORY MCDOWELL:  I’m here.  I
18 was too late to sign up.
19 JANE JONES:  That’s okay. 
20 He came ---
21 WILL MOORE:  Come forward
22 and state your name and address, please, sir.
23 CORY MCDOWELL:  Cory McDowell. 
24 I’m the Chief of the Powdersville Fire Department. 
25 Live at 206 Powdersville Main.  
26 Basically right now our department is overworked
27 and understaffed, basically.  Understaffed is not
28 really a good word.  Under-volunteered is a good word
29 because that’s all we are; a hundred percent volunteer. 
30 About eighty-five percent of our calls are wrecks.  And
31 the majority of those wrecks happen at Hood Road, 153;
32 Old Pendleton Road, 153; 81, 153.  We do, at certain
33 times of the day, morning times, when school’s letting
34 in, afternoon times when school’s letting out, the lady
35 was correct, we do have to reroute our trucks.  Which
36 is a danger to the community because it takes time off
37 of our call response time to get where we’re going
38 because we cannot make it down those roads.
39 I know one time we had a -- I think it was last
40 year or maybe the year before -- we had a vehicle fire
41 in line at Concrete Primary.  It took us forever to be
42 able to make it -- just to make it to the car.  And
43 that car was sitting right up against the school
44 building itself.  We can’t make it.  We can’t get
45 through there.  Hood Road is a disaster in the mornings
46 and afternoons.  Powdersville Main is a disaster in the
47 mornings, and then we can’t -- it’s overcrowded.  We’re
48 at full capacity with the call volume that we have.  To
49 add this in is just -- I ask you to not approve it.  We
50 just can’t do it.  Like I said, we are just overworked. 
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1 We are running the call volume of a paid department
2 with a volunteer staff.  We don’t have the people to do
3 it.  We’re running out.  But thank you.
4 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
5 sir.  Ms. Jane, do you have anything else?
6 JANE JONES:  I would just
7 like to summarize some of this for -- all this talk
8 about Hood Road and 153.  At that intersection is 7-11. 
9 This apartment complex is going behind it.  The three

10 schools are on that same side of the road beyond that. 
11 This is all within a mile.  Across the road you’ve got
12 a shopping center that’s got twelve businesses, two
13 restaurants, a car wash, a bank, and one of those
14 restaurants is a Zaxby’s if you know what the traffic
15 is right there.  And then the Goodwill.  A nursing home
16 is directly across the street from this property.  And
17 then down there’s a large apartment complex that’s been
18 there a while.  I don’t know how many units are in
19 there.  It’s large.  It’s right straight across from
20 the schools.  
21 Now, we’re talking about within a mile of the red
22 light.  And I’m glad the lady said what she did about
23 this proposed townhouse subdivision that’s straight
24 across Hood Road from there.  It’s not built yet.  I
25 think it’s about ninety-nine units, I’m not sure.  It’s
26 just right under a hundred.  And those aren’t built
27 yet.  And I know there’s an issue with them -- this is
28 I guess community talk -- but an issue with getting
29 sewer into those and they’re not built yet.  You know,
30 that’s another hundred already that we’ve approved.
31 So you’re looking at a very congested mile right
32 there on 153, and it’s already been described to you
33 what the traffic is like there because it connects
34 between 123 and 85, and it goes day and night.
35 But this is just not a location for multi-family
36 housing, in my opinion.  And I’ll make the motion to
37 deny if we’re ready.
38 WILL MOORE:  Yeah, we’ll go
39 ahead -- anybody else?  We’ve got a motion to deny.  Do
40 we have a second?
41 DONNA MATTHEWS:  Second.
42 WILL MOORE:  All in ---
43 DAN HARVELL:  Discussion?
44 WILL MOORE:  Do we have a
45 discussion on the motion?
46 DAN HARVELL:  Yeah, I have
47 one question for staff.  How many unbuilt permitted
48 units do we already have ready to go at this time? 
49 Already approved that are not there.  This adds to what
50 Ms. Jones was just saying.  I’m just very concerned
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1 about the density here and especially the schools.  
2 And I’ll tell you why I’m really, really concerned
3 about the schools.  I see this over-burdening.  I mean
4 we’ve been hearing this from School District One now
5 for quite a while.  And the thing that concerns me most
6 in the day that we live now is having these kids out in
7 these portables.  It’s not secure.  And we have
8 absolutely got to think about the safety of our
9 children.  

10 I’m going to tell you, I’m going to vote against
11 this.  I’m going to say that right now because I just
12 don’t know how much more this area can take.

13 APPLAUSE

14 WESLEY GRANT:  Mr. Chairman,
15 I had a question.  Can anybody on staff help me as a
16 commissioner feel any better about emergency vehicles
17 being able to maneuver around these roads?
18 TIM CARTEE:  I’ll let Gaye
19 speak to any traffic -- if you have any traffic
20 questions.  But as far as that, I’m not able to answer
21 that question as far as the fire services being able to
22 get to these places.
23 WESLEY GRANT:  Because the
24 fire chief made a compelling point about them having to
25 reroute.  I just wanted to see if there had been any
26 investigating, any studies, that may help me see the
27 other side to that.  If there is another side to that.
28 TIM CARTEE:  I’m not aware
29 of any, Mr. Chairman.
30 ALICIA HUNTER:  At this point
31 we -- this is a preliminary.  All of that will be
32 addressed at that time.  This is to start with is a
33 preliminary.
34 WILL MOORE:  So basically,
35 they’ll have to have ---
36 ALICIA HUNTER:  They’ll have
37 to address all applicable codes.
38 WESLEY GRANT:  If it’s
39 approved tonight, those elements would be satisfied at
40 a later date?
41 ALICIA HUNTER:  Yes, sir. 
42 WILL MOORE:  Okay.  So we
43 have a motion to deny and a second.  All in favor of
44 this motion raise your right hand, please.  It is
45 denied, six to two.

46 APPLAUSE

47 ALICIA HUNTER:  Mr. Chairman,
48 Ms. Jones needs to go on the record for reasons so we
49 have that for the record.
50 WILL MOORE:  Ms. Jane, go
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1 on record with reason for denial, please, ma’am.
2 JANE JONES:  My reasons are
3 the inability of the infrastructure to handle this
4 increase in population, the inability of the
5 transportation systems to handle this extra traffic
6 from the subdivision.  It’s not compatible with
7 interest of the people that live in the area.  It’s
8 against the public safety, health, convenience and
9 general welfare of the people in Powdersville.  And

10 I’ll write that down for you.
11 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
12 ma’am.  
13 All right.  Moving on to new business, a
14 preliminary subdivision at Victoria Highland located on
15 Sitton Hill Road in Council District 6.  Staff, could
16 you give us a report on that, please.
17 TIM CARTEE:  Thank you, Mr.
18 Chairman.  As you had eluded to, this is Victoria
19 Highland Subdivision.  Four hundred and eleven property
20 owners within two thousand radius was notified via
21 postcard.  This is intended as a single-family. 
22 Applicant is Jason Allen with Terra Valhalla.  The
23 location is Sitton Hill Road, which is county
24 maintained.  It’s in District 6.  Surrounding land use
25 is residential and undeveloped.  The area is unzoned. 
26 Number of acres is 24.31.  And these are seventeen road
27 frontage lots.  And the utility providers will be
28 Powdersville, and they’ll be on septic, and Duke
29 Energy.  No variance was requested.  Traffic analysis
30 for this road is classified as a collector road with no
31 maximum average trips per day.  
32 As you can see the lot layout along Sitton Hill
33 Road.  And here is the aerial with the tax map number. 
34 Staff recommends approval.  This project has met 
35 the requirements for Chapter 38 Land Use.  That’s all I
36 have, Mr. Chairman.
37 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
38 sir.  Do we have a developer presentation or somebody
39 representing the development for this?  Please come
40 forward and state your name and address, please, sir.
41 WESLEY WHITE:  I’m Wesley
42 White.  I’m with Ridgewater Engineering and Surveying. 
43 This is Jason Allen, he’s the developer, Terra
44 Valhalla.
45 What we’ve got is seventeen road frontage lots. 
46 As staff pointed out it does meet the Chapter 38
47 requirements.  And so that’s the important thing.  We
48 did meet with staff, as well as Councilman Davis.  We
49 appreciate his time.  We got positive feedback on this. 
50 And I think they’re happy to see the less -- I think
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1 it’s .7 lots per acre on the overall, as well as we’re
2 going to -- the HOA will have control of the large
3 flood plain area, so that won’t be impacted going
4 forward, as well.
5 So like I said, the intent is for the large lots
6 as opposed to connecting to sewer that is available in
7 the area; however, it’s not easily accessible.  That
8 was one of the things we met with staff on, and went
9 away from, you know, a forty-seven lot subdivision with

10 sewer, which I think this is a better layout for this
11 area.
12 Obviously, Powdersville Water, I’ll just address
13 that.  You’ll hear me on a couple of these.  As
14 engineer of record for the preliminary plat process,
15 we’re not required and it’s not in the developer’s --
16 the developers just don’t want to spend extra money and
17 then get denied here.  These meetings with
18 Powdersville, with ReWa, those type of things, those
19 are all done during the design phase.  We’re more aware
20 of what Powdersville Water has in the area.  We’ve done
21 plenty developments in that area, so it’s just not
22 something that’s addressed up front because we have to
23 wait on you guys’ approval first.
24 So with that, if y’all have any questions I’m
25 happy to answer those.  Mr. Allen is available, as
26 well.
27 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
28 sir.  
29 I’ll go ahead and open up the public comments. 
30 Maripat Herring.
31 MARIPAT HERRING:  My name is
32 Maripat Herring.  I live in Timbrook Subdivision.  If
33 you take a right out of Timbrook, an immediate right,
34 you will go down Sitton Hill Road, and that is a very
35 generous picture of a very curvy Sitton Hill Road.  

36 APPLAUSE 

37 MARIPAT HERRING:  I would like
38 to drive on that road because that is not what Sitton
39 Hill looks like.  And I can promise you, we have
40 driveways in Timbrook Subdivision that are wider than
41 Sitton Hill Road.  It is a two-lane road that is
42 crumbling in disrepair.  If two cars pass one another,
43 we have to slow down and -- I mean you just have to be
44 careful.  It’s like a wagon trail.  But it’s been
45 paved.  And it’s extremely curvy.  And there is no way
46 you can put seventeen houses on Sitton Hill Road and it
47 be safe.  Those driveways -- people are going to get
48 hit constantly just coming out of their driveways into
49 Sitton Hill Road because, as you come around the bend,
50 there they are.  
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1 I’m sorry, people, just because the land is there
2 and they paid for it and it’s available, doesn’t mean
3 it needs to be used.  
4 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
5 ma’am.

6 APPLAUSE

7 WILL MOORE:  Mr. Ramos or
8 Mrs. Ramos.  I couldn’t read that first name.
9 YULYS (CANNOT READ WRITING) RAMOS:    Good

10 evening.  My name is (unintelligible) Ramos.  Nice to
11 meet you, everybody.  Thank you for letting me be here. 
12 First of all I live at 290 Shale Drive, Easley,
13 South Carolina 29642, which is Caledonia Subdivision. 
14 The land and this property is right in my backyard. 
15 When we bought the house a year ago, they say do we
16 want to pay extra for the land.  If we can get we have
17 to pay extra because the beautiful natural neighborhood
18 will be preserved for all the wild animals that live
19 there.  So now we receive a note from you guys that we
20 need to -- planning these houses.  That will be just
21 right in my backyard.  So that’s for one side.
22 Second, there is not -- right not there are a
23 subdivision in the Three Bridges Road that has more
24 than three hundred houses.  So that houses are going to
25 Three Bridges Road trying to exit when they will be
26 leaving there, trying to exit to the 153 or the 81 or
27 wherever they are going today, going to the job site or
28 the thing they need to do.  We are talking about more
29 than six hundred people that are going for the same
30 street where we are now Caledonia.  
31 So we don’t have any way to do these.  We have the
32 same problem as the apartments.  The same people that
33 are leaving now are really, really affected with the
34 traffic with the danger.  We need to think about our
35 kids, our schools, how they are handled with the kids,
36 the teachers.  All that is impressive.  It’s really
37 bad, the situation in really -- worse when we are going
38 to the job because we are enough.  The thing that is
39 true is curves in that Sitton Hill.  When I started
40 living in this country, my first accident was exactly
41 in that Sitton Hill because it’s just curves.  And we
42 are in this state, right -- in the city I mean, it’s --
43 but let me tell you, it’s closed for days because it’s
44 impossible to try to drive there.  It’s really danger
45 curves.  I don’t understand how the people can live
46 there, can live on this street going to the job or how
47 the people that is transit can be confront.  There is
48 no way.  Seriously, I invite you going to that street
49 and knowing yourself before this close and say you
50 approve this.  All the people that will live there,
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1 they will come into the same street.  We have the same
2 Three Bridges Road, one lane going, one lane coming
3 back.  And we are growing and growing and growing.  We
4 don’t have enough space.
5 WILL MOORE:  Ma’am, I’m
6 sorry.  Your time is up.
7 YULYS RAMOS:  Okay.  Thank
8 you.
9 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,

10 ma’am.  Sommer Mobley.
11 SOMMER MOBLEY:    I’m Sommer
12 Mobley.  I’m here with my grandfather-in-law, Cletus
13 Mobley.  We are the fortunate owners of the twenty-four
14 acres that back up to this subdivision and the
15 Caledonia.  So if Caledonia is bothered with the two
16 hundred plus houses by the seventeen houses that’s
17 going in on Sitton Hill, how do we feel?  That’s
18 twenty-three plus acres that back up to us that are
19 going to be cleared.  Right?  
20 So I have two children.  Two weeks ago I was
21 pulling out.  The front of my car, with my children in
22 the back, two cars coming over the hill.  We live --
23 the start of that property is where we live.  My
24 children and I were almost t-boned.  Had I not put it
25 in reverse and pulled back onto our street, my children
26 would have been killed.
27 Since 2017 and 2021, there have been forty-five
28 accidents in deadman’s curves, and I kid you not.  And
29 I’m sure the fire department can attest to the five-
30 plus accidents that they have answered that have run
31 off the road.  There is now a hill, a mound of dirt in
32 deadman’s curve where people run off, where one, two,
33 three, four, five houses are going to be put.  So if
34 they want to live there and they want a car run into
35 their house, more than welcome to it.
36 I was told -- my son starts Concrete in August.  I
37 was told to leave my house, which is 2.9 miles from
38 Concrete, at seven a.m.  School starts at eight.  
39 I would encourage you to please vote no to this. 
40 And also, if they clear all that wooded area that backs
41 up to our property, will there be a sound barrier?  I
42 doubt it.  That road cannot handle seventeen houses. 
43 And the first lady who spoke, God bless you, because
44 there is no way that road can accommodate seventeen
45 houses, road front lots.  Please come and see it.  I
46 encourage you to come and sit on our road and watch the
47 cars fly up and down that road.  If you’re taking a
48 left turn out of Cellars Drive (phonics), you better
49 pray for your life because you’re taking your life in
50 your hands every day.  
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1 Please, I bet you, vote no to the seventeen houses
2 that are going right there on that road on the poorly,
3 poorly maintained two-lane road that people fly up and
4 down.  And there is no warning of deadman’s curve
5 coming along.  When you’re flying up on that road, come
6 down the hill and you’re heading down into that blind
7 turn, there is no warning that you are about to get
8 into that curves.
9 WILL MOORE:  Ma’am, I’m

10 sorry, your time is up.  Thank you, ma’am.
11 JANE JONES:  Am I allowed
12 to answer her a question? 
13 WILL MOORE:  I’m sorry,
14 it’s not a question and answer situation.  Debbie
15 Landreth.
16 DEBBIE LANDRETH:  Thank for
17 listening to me tonight.  My name is Debbie Landreth. 
18 I live at 124 Country Lane, Easley, South Carolina
19 29642.  My subdivision is just two streets up from this
20 proposed subdivision.  And I’ve lived there since 1996. 
21 It started off as a nice quaint little community
22 and with the building of so many things around us, it
23 has become a nightmare.  Sitton Hill has never been a
24 good road since 1996 when we built.  And I am on --
25 frequently calling the Anderson County Roads for all
26 the disrepair of that road.  We’ve requested to have it
27 repaved or widened.  I’ve called in so many potholes
28 that I’m sure that the lady that answers the phone is
29 sick of hearing me and just knows my address already,
30 probably.  But this road, as you can see, and just as
31 Sommer has said, has so many blind spots and blind
32 curves.  There’s no way that I would encourage anybody
33 to buy or build on this road.  It is a very heavily
34 used shortcut from Three Bridges and Cely Roads over to
35 the Easley area.  
36 We have had issues with the schools obviously
37 being already overrun.  My kids are all adults now. 
38 The schools -- I don’t have kids in school.  But it
39 still impact my home value.  So you pack more kids in
40 here and our schools are not going to do as well.  The
41 teachers that we have are fantastic.  That’s one of the
42 reasons why we moved from Greenville, was to get into
43 Anderson District One specifically.  And Mr. Binnicker
44 has been part of my kids’ education and he could
45 probably name every one of them by name.  
46 But we’ve got to do something.  We keep just
47 pushing things away and pushing things away and that’s
48 the reason why we have all this road construction and
49 road issues at Hood Road and on 153.  And Sitton Hill
50 is already a problem.  I’ve gotten run out of the road
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1 on multiple times.  And if you go outside and look at
2 my car hubs, you’ll see where I have hit the edges as a
3 result.  And that’s just to stay alive.  Even the sign
4 that says -- that discusses about this proposed
5 hearing, it was run over this week.  As I was coming to
6 this, I was like, well there’s the sign.  It’s a nice
7 big yellow sign, but it’s laying on the ground because
8 of the bad road.  The edges are rutted and crumbling. 
9 We have cars, trucks, trailers.  I’ve even seen a semi

10 just this last week on this road.  You can barely deal
11 with an SUV and a trailer, let alone a semi coming down
12 it.  
13 During heavy rains, water from ---
14 WILL MOORE:  Ma’am, I’m
15 sorry.  Your time is up.
16 DEBBIE LANDRETH:  Appreciate
17 your time.
18 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
19 Leslie Quarles, do you still want to be crossed out? 
20 Charles Wadick.  Come forward and state your name and
21 address, please, sir.
22 CHARLES WADICK:  Charles
23 Wadick, 107 St. Luke Circle, Easley, South Carolina.  I
24 back up everything my neighbors have said.  Deadman’s
25 Curves, also two years ago a neighbor’s house, someone
26 lost control and drove up in their yard, almost drove
27 into their back porch of their house.  The back porch
28 backs up against the Sitton Hill Road.  
29 Seems like the county comes out and patches holes. 
30 The road is falling apart.  And people don’t observe
31 the traffic speed limits and what is going on there.
32 I recommend you vote no on the project because the
33 road cannot handle it or the traffic.  Thank you.
34 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
35 sir.  William Warren.
36 WILLIAM WARREN:  Good evening. 
37 My name is William Warren.  I’m at 189 Caledonia Drive
38 here in Easley.  We’ve been here about a year and we
39 love South Carolina, coming from New England.  But we
40 won’t go there today.  
41 I think everything that we’ve talked about this
42 evening, about Sitton Hill Road, is correct.  I don’t
43 believe that that map is drawn to scale because if your
44 road inspector had looked at that, that road winds
45 incredibly, heavily, especially at the right side.  So
46 that probably, my guess, is not drawn to scale.  It’s
47 an incredibly windy, narrow road.  I know in the
48 springtime they do fills.  They put in dirt to prevent
49 people from going off the road.  I don’t want to
50 belabor that point.
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1 What I do want to speak about is the wetlands. 
2 Now there is a -- I believe the name of the creek is
3 Hornbuckle Creek.  It runs right through that
4 development.  And about two months ago two ladies were
5 back there surveying it.  I don’t know who they were
6 surveying it for, but they were putting markers in
7 terms of where the wetlands are.  So one question I
8 have is, how many feet from the end of the wetlands
9 does one have to have a buffer zone before the first

10 house, and does that comply with that?  I don’t see on
11 that map the delineation of the wetlands.  So that’s my
12 corner.
13 Number one, the road, I don’t think it can support
14 it.  And number two, that’s wetlands back there.  We
15 see deer, we see turkey, etcetera.  And will this
16 development infringe upon the quality of that wetland? 
17 And I thank you for your time.
18 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
19 Carole Clapsaddle.
20 CAROLE CLAPSADDLE:  Hi.  My name
21 is Carole Clapsaddle.  I live at 179 Caledonia Drive. 
22 Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to speak
23 in opposition to the Victoria Highland Subdivision.  
24 I’m curious if an impact environmental study has
25 been done on this area.  As my neighbor has said, we
26 see multiple animals.  There is a creek.  There’s
27 beavers that live there.  There’s deer.  There’s
28 turkeys.  There’s owls, tree frogs, possum, turtles,
29 anything else you can think of.  So by destroying
30 twenty-four acres of mature trees, where are these
31 animals going to go?  
32 And as was also pointed out with the wetlands,
33 where is that circumference?  How is that going to be
34 protected with that Hornbuckle Creek?  With also the
35 homes being septic for their waste, there’s a risk of
36 seventeen properties to contaminate the Hornbuckle
37 Creek.  If you can change that slide real quick to the
38 other diagram of the -- that one there.  Maybe that
39 one.  But my house backs up -- not just my house but
40 all my neighbors -- that one right there, backs up to
41 this community.  And we do not want a driveway or a
42 house in our backyards, which is exactly what that
43 proposes.  I cannot emphasize enough about Sitton Hill
44 Road.  It is horrible.  We avoid it at all costs. 
45 Deadman’s curves, I just learned that tonight, and I
46 can understand why it’s called that.  It is narrow.  It
47 is in ill-repair.  It’s windy.  It will also cause
48 additional traffic on Three Bridges Road.  You’ve heard
49 that the local schools are already at capacity which
50 was already mentioned.
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1 Finally, you should have received a letter from
2 Powdersville Water.  I appreciate that representative. 
3 But they are not able to commit to any more projects
4 until they look at their system and make sure that it
5 can accommodate it.
6 So for that we would strongly urge that you say no
7 to this project.  Thank you.
8 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
9 ma’am.  Mike Jones.

10 MIKE JONES:  Mr. Chairman,
11 I’m Mike Jones, address 1929 Sitton Hill Road.  I don’t
12 need no notes to read to tell you about the place. 
13 Cherry and Wes Jennings live there.  Hasn’t nobody
14 lived there in the last thirty years.  The house -- old
15 house went in.  There was a good spring at the back
16 door and it’s got a creek at the other side.  I can’t
17 believe -- a lot of these slick tongue developers will
18 buy anything.  I can’t believe they would tie up their
19 money in a place like that.  It’s a good place for one
20 house.  I’ve been up there at that intersection on
21 Century Farm.  I’m eighty years old.  I’m not against
22 development.  That’s the crookedest road in the
23 Powdersville area.  When it was dirt I couldn’t even
24 ride a bicycle on it.  It has no shoulders on it.  My
25 mailbox is on there.  I like to got hit this morning at
26 my mailbox down on the other side of Sitton Hill near
27 Sitton Hill Farms.  It’s pitiful.
28 Like I say, I’m not against development, but I am
29 against slick tongued developers coming in here for
30 greed, after a dollar.  These are people spent all
31 their life -- everything I’m saying, it’s on record, it
32 can be backed up at the courthouse -- he give that
33 intersection at Sitton Hill Road and Old Pendleton Road
34 out of a cotton field.  I’m not down here asking
35 something for nothing.  He did ask them to build the
36 road straight.  And they did.  Got to where we couldn’t
37 get no patrol up there and finally got in touch with a
38 man at Blythwood over at the highway department.  He
39 said, well, if they can’t control it in Anderson, I’ll
40 replace them with somebody that can.  In two hours they
41 was up there.  They caught sixty-two people and he had
42 to get -- the officer had to send Blythwood a report
43 for thirty days.  They caught sixty-two in three hours
44 running the stop sign.  And I fought for that four-way
45 stop sign there or our family would have got killed. 
46 I’m just sick and tired of people that don’t know
47 moving in here from other places trying to run
48 something that they don’t even know about.  I mean,
49 they’ll do anything for the almighty dollar.  So just
50 put yourself if it was your daddy been there all his
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1 life in a place like that and some of these fellows
2 come in trying to make a dollar.  
3 Seven school buses come by my house.  And there’s
4 about three or four on each bus. 
5 WILL MOORE:  I’m sorry,
6 sir, your time is up.
7 MIKE JONES:   Everybody’s
8 carrying their kids to school in their car.  It just
9 can’t handle it.

10 WILL MOORE:  Thank you.
11 All right.  That was the first one for the public
12 comments.  I’m going to go ahead and open it up for a
13 discussion amongst the Planning Commission.
14 TIM CARTEE:  Mr. Chairman,
15 can I just add to that?  If the commission decides to
16 vote for or against it, the property owner does have
17 the option of doing a summary plat up to seven lots. 
18 And that’s in Section 38-314 for summary plats.  So
19 whether you vote to approve or deny it, he will be able
20 to come through at staff level and do a summary plat
21 for seven lots and wait three years and come back and
22 do another seven lots, according to the county
23 ordinance.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
24 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
25 sir.
26 DONNA MATTHEWS:  A couple of
27 people have brought up the wetlands.  What is the
28 protocol for the wetlands?  Do we protect them?
29 WESLEY WHITE:  Can you pull
30 up -- I don’t know if this will flip through or not. 
31 Go to the next one.  One more.  I guess go to ours. 
32 Well, you can go back one.
33 So the wetlands is actually encompassed completely
34 within the floodplain out here.  So the floodplain is
35 the darker line along the right and the darker line
36 along the left.  Obviously to avoid flood insurance,
37 all the lots are outside the floodplain.  So that’s a
38 part of that, I think seven and a half acres, plus it’s
39 going to be completely untouched by the -- and will be
40 the responsibility of the HOA.  There’s no point of
41 encroaching down into that area.  So therefore we’ve
42 got -- none of the lots actually touch the floodplain. 
43 So that’s a very key point.
44 The other thing is, there were some concerns about
45 mass grading.  We’re only grading the minimum, ten to
46 fifteen thousand square feet per lot and these are
47 anywhere from thirty-eight thousand to sixty something
48 thousand square feet.  So there is not going to be mass
49 grading.  So the lots are much larger than the ones in
50 Caledonia, which were mass graded, so I can see the
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1 confusion with that.  So the dark green area, that’s
2 anticipated to all be left wooded.  Hope that answers
3 the wetlands issue.
4 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
5 Anybody else?  
6 BRYAN BOGGS:   I have a
7 question.  This is for the gentleman with Powdersville
8 Water, if you don’t mind -- if you don’t mind coming
9 forward.  I have a question just in general for the

10 area that you service.  
11 For the permits that are on file, do y’all have to
12 reserve capacity during the time of those permits or
13 how do y’all plan for this growth or what you’re able
14 to grow or how much capacity do you have available to
15 service new development?
16 CHRIS RASCO:  That’s going
17 to depend on our water availability forms.  A good
18 example would be, let’s say somebody proposes a
19 Caledonia Subdivision.  All right.  They come in, fill
20 their forms out and we get those capacity fees.  The
21 capacity fees pretty much reserves that capacity for
22 that development.  They have x-number of years to build
23 that.  
24 Someone can’t just come in and say I want capacity
25 on this line and then go away and not build anything
26 for many, many years.  We kind of look at it as like a
27 first come, first serve to know that you’re serious
28 about your development.
29 Same thing with -- so the projects we’re talking
30 about, we have to make sure that we have capacity and
31 adequate size lines for each one of these developments. 
32 We ran into this with the distribution warehouses not
33 too long ago.  Some of those were approved.  They come
34 to Powdersville, say, okay, I need these extraneous
35 fire floater (unintelligible).  Well, we couldn’t
36 really supply those at that point in our system.  
37 So to answer your question, though, it depends on
38 who comes in first and what exactly needs to be built.
39 BRYAN BOGGS:   So to
40 clarify, all permits of record, y’all have available
41 capacity to service all permits of record or approval
42 for the record?
43 CHRIS RASCO:   That’s
44 correct.  See, if we have a situation where we cannot
45 supply for it, you know, we’ll have a means through our
46 hydraulic model.  If you want to build this
47 development, this is what it’s going to take to supply
48 adequate water to that development.
49 BRYAN BOGGS:   And is there
50 a number of how much capacity is left in your current
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1 system without expansion?
2 CHRIS RASCO:   It’s going to
3 depend on where it is.  For example, you know, we just
4 spend, like I said, twenty-five million dollars over
5 eighteen years.  We’re getting ready to put some new
6 water lines in, you know, tripling the size of some of
7 the lines on these road, you know, just to supply for
8 these subdivisions and developments.
9 BRYAN BOGGS:  Okay.  Thank

10 you.
11 CHRIS RASCO:  Yes, sir.
12 WILL MOORE:  Anybody else?
13 JANE JONES:  I have one
14 question for the developer.  You mentioned (inaudible).
15 WESLEY WHITE:  I can’t hear
16 quite -- you said that ---
17 JANE JONES:  Oh, I’m sorry. 
18 The HOA, there’s no assurance that there will be one. 
19 You made reference to they would decide something about
20 I believe it was the wetlands.
21 WESLEY WHITE:  Right.  The
22 HOA is set up as part of the final plat process.  So
23 when we have the final plat recorded, we would have to
24 designate an owner for that property going forward.
25 JANE JONES:  But you’re
26 saying you’re going to mandate an HOA?
27 WESLEY WHITE:  Correct.  I
28 mean that’s normal with these types.
29 JANE JONES:  Well, I know
30 there’s subdivisions all around Powdersville that don’t
31 have one.
32 WESLEY WHITE:  Well, the
33 newer ones.
34 JANE JONES:  Okay.
35 WESLEY WHITE:  Okay.
36 WILL MOORE:  Moving on. 
37 I’m going to go ahead.  Anybody else?  I’m going to
38 open up the floor for a motion.  Would anybody like to
39 make a motion?
40 JANE JONES:  I make a
41 motion to deny the project.  And I want to say this.  I
42 make a motion -- I’m sorry.  Let me start over.
43 I came here with the intention of making a motion
44 to deny the project because of the road.  And
45 everything you say is exactly right.  I live right off
46 of Three Bridges Road.  And that is probably the worst
47 road in Anderson County.  Anything bad you can say
48 about a road is true of Sitton Hill Road.  
49 And my reason behind what I just said is I was
50 afraid there might be a hundred houses coming here next
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1 month wanting to go there if these seventeen didn’t. 
2 So I don’t know if there’s any validity to that or not. 
3 I’m just telling y’all what’s on my heart.  
4 But I’m going to make the motion to deny this
5 project because of the road.  It’s incredible.  And
6 maybe between now and the next few months something can
7 be done about it.  But the motion is to deny.
8 WILL MOORE:  Do I have a
9 second?  Do I have a second?

10 DAN HARVELL:  I’ll second
11 for a reason for more discussion.
12 WILL MOORE:  Okay.  Well,
13 I’ll open it up for discussion.  Discussion amongst the
14 Planning Commission.
15 DAN HARVELL:  This is just a
16 -- this is just a personal opinion, and I think we’re
17 entitled to that as commissioners.  But, you know, I
18 wish the developers were a little more sensitive as to
19 what the communities like, that they come and buy land
20 in.  

21 APPLAUSE

22 DAN HARVELL:  I mean,
23 there’s no one on this commission up here that’s more
24 capitalistic them I am.  I believe in the American
25 dream.  I believe in being able to improve yourself, to
26 buy property, to improve that property, to make money
27 off that property.  But I also believe in property
28 rights that also come under our constitution.  And
29 property rights goes to those who have been here, who
30 have lived here, who have a right to express how they
31 feel about how they want their community to go. 
32 And for that reason -- I mean these are such hard
33 decisions for us.  And I hope you understand that we --
34 I think everyone up here really has a heart for trying
35 to do the right thing.  And it’s a very difficult task. 
36 So thank you for bearing with us on the decisions we
37 make.
38 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
39 Anybody else?  
40 MALE:  Can I ask one
41 thing?
42 WILL MOORE:  I’m sorry,
43 we’ve already closed the public commends, sir.  I’m
44 sorry.  All right.  We’ll move on to a vote.  All in
45 favor of the denial, please raise your right hand.  We
46 have a tie.  And staff, if we have a tie, the motion is
47 denied?
48 ALICIA HUNTER:  It’s not a
49 denial.  It is a move forward, so ---
50 WILL MOORE:  So it’ll go on
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1 to the next meeting; correct?
2 ALICIA HUNTER:  Yeah, he can
3 resubmit for the next meeting for some changes.
4 WILL MOORE:  Okay.
5 All right.  I’m moving on ---
6 TIM CARTEE:  Mr. Chairman,
7 can I interject one thing?
8 WILL MOORE:  Yes, sir,
9 absolutely.

10 TIM CARTEE:  Does the
11 commission have some changes that would help this
12 development? 
13 WILL MOORE:  Can y’all make
14 some suggestions for the developer coming back?
15 JANE JONES:  Wouldn’t we
16 have to discuss that among ourselves?  I mean we’ve ---
17 WILL MOORE:  This is a
18 public meeting.
19 JANE JONES:  That was just
20 a question.
21 TIM CARTEE:  We have to
22 give him some reason, since it has tied.  He’s coming
23 back, so he needs to know ---
24 JANE JONES:  Well, the
25 reason I made the motion to deny was because of the
26 negative impact it’s going to have on the surrounding
27 community.  And the road is a serious problem.  It just
28 can’t handle anymore traffic.  I can describe it to you
29 if you want to hear it.  It’s got five S curves in it
30 and no visibility.  And it’s really room for a car and
31 a motorcycle to pass each other.  It’s not in the
32 interest of this Planning Commission district to have
33 this project there.  And that’s my reason.  I’ve got it
34 all written down.  I’ll give it to him.
35 WILL MOORE:  Thank you.
36 All right.  Moving on to (b) in new business,
37 preliminary subdivision, The Walls at Rivers Edge
38 located on Anderson Street and Old River Road.  Staff
39 report.
40 TIM CARTEE:  Thank you, Mr.
41 Chairman.  This is Walls at Rivers Edge.  It’s two
42 hundred and eighty-three property owners who were
43 notified within a two thousand foot radius.  The
44 intended development is townhomes.  The applicant ---
45 WILL MOORE:  Hold on one
46 second.  Mr. -- staff, Mr. Dunaway ---
47 FIELD DUNAWAY:  I have
48 conflicts on the next two.
49 WILL MOORE:  --- is
50 recusing himself of the next two subjects.  Okay, Mr. 
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1 ---
2 TIM CARTEE:  Thank you, Mr.
3 Chairman.  Again, this is The Walls at Rivers Edge. 
4 Two hundred and eighty-three property owners were
5 notified within a two thousand foot radius via
6 postcards.  The intended development is townhomes.  The
7 applicant is Secret Properties, Tom Craft.  The
8 engineer is Ridgewater.  It’s located on Old River Road
9 and Highway 86, Anderson Street, which are state

10 maintained roads.  It’s in Council District 6.  The
11 surrounding land use is commercial and residential. 
12 This area is unzoned.  The number of acres is 13.89. 
13 And the number of lots are a hundred and twenty-six. 
14 The water provider will be Big Creek.  Sewer will be
15 ReWa.  And Duke Energy will be the energy.  Variance,
16 none was requested.
17 Walls at Rivers Edge, the parking is required. 
18 Off street is listed for one or more units.  1.5 spaces
19 is required.  And for two or more bedrooms, two spaces
20 are required for each townhome unit, which gives a
21 total of two hundred and fifty-two parking spaces, as
22 shown on the site plan.  Four separate parking areas
23 are shown on the site plan adjacent to the units. 
24 Parking is allowed within the setback area.  However,
25 no part of the building is allowed to encroach within
26 the setback area.
27 The traffic impact analysis on Old River Road and
28 Highway 86, Anderson Street, are classified as
29 collector roads with no maximum trips per day.  An
30 encroachment permit shall be required by South Carolina
31 Department of Transportation.
32 Here you have the layout of the development. 
33 Here’s the aerial view with the tax map number.  Staff
34 recommends approval.  This project has met the
35 requirements in Chapter 38 Land Use.  That’s all I
36 have, Mr. Chairman.
37 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
38 sir.  Do I have somebody here for the developer
39 presentation?  State your name.
40 WESLEY WHITE:  Wesley White,
41 Ridgewater Engineering and Surveying.  We’re here in
42 Anderson, 211 Society Street.  As well as both
43 developers, Mr. Tom Craft and Mr. Gary McAlister is in
44 the back.  Both local.  And I’ll give the mic to Tom to
45 introduce himself to y’all here in a minute.
46 This is another project where we were able to meet
47 with county staff, as well as Mr. Davis, and got
48 positive feedback with no objections coming from that
49 meeting.  So that was positive.  Additionally, the
50 townhomes, we’ve got a couple -- we just wanted to
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1 provide some examples of what the developer has built
2 previously.  Some overhead views.  This is the most
3 recent subdivision that Mr. Craft finished out on
4 Bowlan Road also in this district.  It’s a hundred and
5 sixty single-family homes over near Bowlan Road.  And
6 this is the type of product, the type of detail, that
7 he puts into just the entrance alone.  We wanted to
8 make sure we highlight that and know that Mr. Craft and
9 Mr. McAlister’s intent is to build these of the best

10 quality.  That’s some of the internal views as far as
11 what it’s going to look like inside the ...  
12 So the sewer comes up to the site.  The water, 
13 obviously this is going to be Big Creek, so they’ve
14 presented no issues to date as far as any concerns in
15 that area from our previous dealings with them.
16 This should be a big addition to the area. 
17 Obviously, as we all know, I just want to emphasize
18 because it seems to come up quite a bit, that this is
19 just a preliminary plat approval process.  We still
20 have to go through all the agencies, SCDOT, county as
21 far as stormwater, sewer with ReWa, water with Big
22 Creek and DHEC.  So there’s a lot of design that still
23 has to go into them.  And those questions and those
24 design parameters will be answered at that time.  
25 However, at this time I’m going to let Mr. Craft
26 make a couple of statements on the development as a
27 whole.
28 TOM CRAFT:  I am Tom
29 Craft.  I’m a local resident here.  Been living here
30 all my life.  I develop a lot of projects around the
31 lake, around Anderson.  The one I just did was
32 Breckenridge, which I take a lot of pride and care in
33 what I do.  
34 I particularly picked this site -- I know a lot of
35 people here talked a lot about a lot of things.  The
36 reason why I picked this site for the residents and
37 people around here is because it’s at an intersection
38 where the traffic is slow.  You know, it’s at a red
39 light.  I think it’s like thirty miles an hour.  We can
40 go across the street with my kids, walk across the
41 street.  And the townhouses, instead of houses, are
42 mostly empty nesters.  I mean, they’re not -- don’t
43 have a lot of kids.  I’ve seen other townhouses where
44 it’s just empty nesters more than have a lot of kids. 
45 So that may be a good thing for the schools, you know.
46 I just think it would be a good fit for it.  I
47 know there’s some houses around it, going up around it. 
48 I just wanted to introduce myself.  If you’ve got
49 any questions, feel free to ask them.
50 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
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1 sir.  
2 All right.  Moving on to public comments.  Let me
3 get my list over here.  I lost my list.  Here it is. 
4 All right.  George Theis.
5 GEORGE THEIS:  George Theis. 
6 I live at 240 Freeman Drive in Piedmont, South
7 Carolina.  If you ask Google is Piedmont, South
8 Carolina a good place to live, the reply is, it’s a
9 small community where everybody is friendly and

10 helpful.  Good schools.  Great access to Greenville and
11 Anderson.  Overall a good place for a family to live. 
12 Piedmont is a quiet little town in the middle of the
13 country that is perfect to get away from the busy city.
14 I’m thinking all that is about to change in a bad
15 way.  There are five hundred and sixty-three homes off
16 Blossom Branch Road and another twenty-five homes off
17 Old River Road that have already been approved and are
18 in various stages of being built.  These two projects
19 are less than a half a mile apart.  Not a single house
20 has been completed yet, so we don’t have -- we haven’t
21 seen what impact these subdivisions are going to bring. 
22 Now the developer wants to add an additional hundred
23 and twenty-six townhomes on Old River Road next to
24 these hundred and twenty-five that are being built.  
25 Currently there’s five -- at least five major
26 housing projects in Piedmont along Highway 86.  These
27 run from I-85 to Highway 20.  I can’t imagine there’s
28 another location in South Carolina seeing this much
29 development in this small a community.  There’s not
30 been any improvement in infrastructure.  Our two-lane
31 roads are already congested and in seriously bad shape. 
32 Approximately fourteen hundred more cars will soon be
33 using these roads and that doesn’t include the two
34 hundred fifty-three from this latest proposed project.
35 This is the third time I’ve addressed the
36 commission.  The last time I stood here before y’all, I
37 asked if there could possibly be a moratorium on any
38 additional building projects in our immediate area, at
39 least until we see what the impact of the current
40 projects are going to have on our little town.  
41 I’m asking that you please deny this new
42 subdivision.  If all the new construction continues to
43 go unabated, in a very short time when you ask is
44 Piedmont a good place to live, the reply will be, due
45 to over development this once quiet little town in the
46 middle of the country is now so densely crowded and
47 congested and has lost all its charm and character that
48 once made it a great place to live.  
49 And I have twenty additional signatures, notarized
50 signatures from our neighbors that they agree with what
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1 I’m saying here.
2 WILL MOORE:  Okay.  Thank
3 you, sir.  Tiffany Estes.
4 TIFFANY ESTES:  Again, Tiffany
5 Estes, 801 North Hamilton Street, Williamston.  I’m the
6 Director of Planning and Development for Anderson One.  
7 This particular building -- again, we are not for
8 or against any growth or any building.  However, just
9 kind of diagonal across the street is where the Wood

10 Glen is going in, which is going to put tremendous
11 impact on our Wren Schools, Wren Elementary, Wren
12 Middle and Wren High School.  Again, we just passed a
13 hundred and nine million dollar referendum.  We have a
14 new Wren Middle School building which we added ten
15 rooms to the previous building.  We’re already looking
16 at phase one of our next building plan, and that has to
17 include, because of everything that’s already been
18 approved, already a ten-room addition to Wren Middle
19 School, which we just built.  Just was finished this
20 spring.  
21 So again, we want everyone to just take into
22 consideration the impact it does have on our schools. 
23 Again, it’s not for or against, or anything like that. 
24 You know, I don’t live in that general area, but I was
25 just over there.  I was over there yesterday.  And it
26 is just very -- we just care about our students.  We
27 have a tradition of excellence in Anderson School
28 District One and you hear over and over -- we get calls
29 every week, people want to move to our area for our
30 schools.  And we just ask you to preserve that and just
31 really take a look at the future growth and let us
32 catch up.  We would rather be proactive than reactive. 
33 So just take that all into consideration.  Thank you.
34 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
35 ma’am.  Jimmy Davis.
36 JIMMY DAVIS:  Thank you, Mr.
37 Chair.  Just a point of reference.  I did meet with the
38 developer and Mr. White about this, and I did inform
39 them that they would face fierce opposition to this
40 proposal.  And there’s no doubt, with all due respect,
41 I know that they build fine developments in some
42 places.  
43 I am elected to represent the people of my
44 district.  And Piedmont is a very sleepy, old town. 
45 I’m not saying everybody that lives there is old.  But
46 it’s a very -- there’s a lot of elderly people there
47 who would not, for sake of time and driving in the
48 evenings, say we can’t make it down there.  So they
49 asked me to come speak on their behalf.  
50 And there was at least twenty people who said,
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1 please, we don’t need any more traffic.  And the
2 problem we have in Piedmont -- and he’s right it is
3 slow because there’s a red light there, so you’re going
4 to go slow right there.  But another problem we have is
5 it backs up because of the eighteen wheeler traffic we
6 have coming through Moonville off 385 through the
7 little sleepy town of Piedmont.  And we have huge
8 problems with eighteen wheelers coming through there. 
9 So much that DOT is actually working -- state transport

10 police actually work in Piedmont to catch these trucks
11 coming through there.  And we have a big problem.
12 And to clarify, there are -- there’s a lot more
13 houses than you think.  We also have the four hundred
14 and fifty houses on -- between Old River Road and
15 Shiloh Church Road that you as a Planning Commission
16 denied and the developer won in an appeal.  So that’s
17 four fifty plus (unintelligible) which is about six
18 hundred.  Plus another about a hundred and forty that’s
19 already been going.  So within a half a mile, you’re
20 looking at about eleven or twelve hundred houses that
21 have not been built yet that are approved that are
22 going to be built.
23 So I want to make sure that we understand the
24 severity of the situation of what’s already approved
25 and the impact on the infrastructure with roads and the
26 schools.  Thank you.
27 WILL MOORE:  Thank you. 
28 Charlene Speltz.
29 CHARLENE SPELTZ:  Yes, I’m
30 Charlene Speltz.  I live at 103 Dogwood Court in
31 Piedmont, just down the corner from where this proposed
32 townhouse group is.
33 As of November 2021, within a five mile radius of
34 the Piedmont post office, which is directly across from
35 where this division is proposed to go, there have been
36 five thousand houses approved.  That’s in Greenville
37 County and Anderson County.  Piedmont is part of both
38 of the counties.  We are a no-man’s land.  We have no
39 protection other than what we can get from the
40 counties.  We have Piedmont Public Service District is
41 our fire department that goes up to my road, which is
42 Blossom Branch.  And then across from there it turns
43 into the River Road where this subdivision is proposed
44 to go.
45 The idea that it is a slow corner, I’d like to
46 know really what time of day it was.  We have had, as
47 Jimmy -- or Councilman Davis said, we are an elderly
48 community right there along this road.  And we had an
49 elderly gentleman one day to sit there and clock it. 
50 And to clock the vehicles that were going through there
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1 between two and five, and it was over forty-six hundred
2 cars just right there.  People use 86 to get to 85, to
3 get to Mauldin, to get -- they don’t use the connector. 
4 They don’t use the toll road.  So we have a traffic
5 problem.  
6 My biggest concern for this whole area is the
7 safety of our area.  We are overrun.  We need more fire
8 protection.  We need more public services.  We need
9 more police protection in our area.  So we have

10 nothing.  And as we add more and more houses, we have
11 the problem.  And I kind of looked at this, and being
12 the cantankerous old broad that I am, thinking that if
13 I had one of these apartments and I had -- or
14 townhouses and I had my parking place and I had my
15 daughter’s parking place, and she’s more cantankerous
16 than I am, and somebody got in her parking place at my
17 place and she had to go park down on the end of that,
18 then that’s just going to be another squabble and we’re
19 going to need some more police protection in there.
20 I ask for a slow-down.  We’re not against
21 development whatsoever in Piedmont because we realize
22 that we need it.  We really need the tax base and we
23 need so much.  But I am asking for a slow-down on this. 
24 With the houses that we have already had approved in
25 Greenville County, Anderson County, that affects us
26 right there in Piedmont.  We are the center, we are the
27 hub, as Councilman Davis said.  Up and down that road
28 we have over sixteen hundred houses that have been
29 approved and we’re waiting.  My house, right now, is
30 about to flood out because of the five hundred ninety-
31 six houses that were approved in 2021 on the old Agnew
32 property.  So I’m asking you ---
33 WILL MOORE:  Ma’am, I’m
34 sorry, your time is up.
35 CHARLENE SPELTZ:  Thank you,
36 sir.
37 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
38 ma’am.  Dean Dobson.  Please come forward and state
39 your name and address, please, sir.
40 DEAN DOBSON:   Thank you,
41 guys.  Dean Dobson, 300 South Circle Drive, Piedmont. 
42 My neighbors have hit on a lot of what I was going to
43 discuss about all the new houses and the development we
44 already have.  I’ve been living in Piedmont my whole
45 life, fifty-four years, in and around some part of it. 
46 And I’m all about growth.  And as bad as I’m needing
47 people to come to work for me on my job, we’re having
48 so much finding them, and I know eventually with all
49 these approvals we already have, I’m going to be having
50 to turn people away eventually.  
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1 More housing right now is just too soon.  We need
2 to vote no for now.  Please let these other houses be
3 developed.  And it’s killing us.  And it’s only going
4 to get worse.  And it’s not a slow intersection.  I
5 live right there beside it, as well.  I go to work in
6 the mornings between four thirty and five.  Used to I’d
7 go to work and you never saw nobody.  Now you sit
8 waiting, waiting, waiting to get out on 86.  And then
9 you sit waiting, waiting, waiting to turn down Shiloh

10 Church Road.  And then you have people about to run you
11 off the road going to work.  That’s all I’ve got to
12 say.  Thank you, guys.
13 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
14 sir.  All right.  That was our last public comment. 
15 We’ll move on to a discussion amongst the Planning
16 Commission.  Does anybody have anything they would like
17 to add to this, talk about, points to make?
18 DAN HARVELL:  Well, Mr.
19 Chairman, I’m just going to state one more time, I
20 mean, for me this has everything to do with the burden
21 on the schools.  And beyond that, the safety of
22 children that might end up out away from the kind of
23 security that they need in these portables.  
24 I would ask Mr. Davis, Councilman, could I ask you
25 a couple of questions at the microphone?
26 JIMMY DAVIS:  Yes, sir.
27 DAN HARVELL:  Ms. Wilson, my
28 council person in District 7, has said there’s going to
29 be a meeting on Friday morning of some of the
30 department heads in the county, I’m assuming to
31 possibly talk about some future ordinances or
32 restrictions concerning some of the new development
33 we’re having.  Are you aware of that?
34 JIMMY DAVIS:  I am aware of
35 a Planning and Public Works meeting at noon on Friday. 
36 Yes, sir.
37 DAN HARVELL:  Okay.  Do you
38 see that meeting as a gainful effort to try to put in
39 place some preliminary things that could help the
40 situations that we’re dealing with time after time
41 here?
42 JIMMY DAVIS:  I think it’s a
43 good start.  And I think there’s several things about
44 our ordinances that could use some changes.  I think
45 there’s some things that’s antiquated.  And that’s
46 something we as a committee and as a council will have
47 to work on with the county attorney.
48 DAN HARVELL:  Well,
49 basically I’m looking forward to that meeting, and I
50 hope some other members of our commission, if they’re
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1 able to be there, they can be there to observe whatever
2 you all are beginning to discuss at this point in time.
3 JIMMY DAVIS:  Correct.
4 DAN HARVELL:  But I think
5 it’s important for the citizens to realize that, you
6 know, y’all aren’t just sitting dead in the water
7 letting all this new stuff happen without thinking
8 about going forward and trying to prevent some of the
9 problems that we’re seeing here.

10 JIMMY DAVIS:  Correct.
11 DAN HARVELL:  Anyway, thank
12 you for that effort.
13 JIMMY DAVIS:  Thank you.
14 WILL MOORE:  Also, Mr.
15 Davis, I had one other thing I wanted to mention to
16 you, too.  Zoning, I think zoning would help you guys
17 up there, as well.  Just being unzoned and a free man’s
18 land, you know ---
19 JIMMY DAVIS:  If I may, can
20 I comment on that?
21 WILL MOORE:  Absolutely.
22 JIMMY DAVIS:  So right now
23 we have no less than two of the precincts that I
24 represent, zoning is very difficult, especially -- I
25 mean I hate to say that we’re still in a Covid world,
26 but it’s hard to get out and the petitions are so
27 tough.  But we are having some discussions on zoning. 
28 Zoning is a tool.  It’s not a catch-all, it’s not a
29 magic marker fix for everything.  But it is a tool.  
30 And my job as council representative is to make sure
31 that the citizens understand they have that tool in
32 their toolbox.  I can’t do it for them.  Council can’t
33 do it for them.  We can’t do a moratorium in just a
34 precinct or an area.  It’s against the State Planning
35 Act.  So that’s why we don’t do moratoriums.  The only
36 time a moratorium can be issued is when a zoning
37 petition is handed in and validated.  So that’s a
38 little bit of clarification on that.  But we are having
39 some zoning discussions in some of the precincts.  But
40 it’s pretty touch when you have some of the largest
41 voting precincts in the county.  I mean Hunt Meadows
42 being the largest box in the county.  So I mean when
43 you’ve got to get fifteen percent of signatures in a
44 world where people don’t like to come to the door
45 anymore, it’s pretty tough.  But we are trudging
46 forward and trying to head that way.
47 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
48 sir.
49 JIMMY DAVIS:  Thank you.
50 WILL MOORE:  All right. 
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1 Planning Commission, anything else?  I’ll open the
2 floor up for a motion.  
3 JANE JONES:  I make the
4 motion to deny the project.
5 WILL MOORE:  Your reason
6 for denial, please, ma’am.
7 JANE JONES:  Based on the
8 inability of the community to absorb this increase in
9 population and it’s not in the best interest of the

10 community.  It’s very small and it doesn’t even have a
11 grocery store.
12 WILL MOORE:  Do I have a
13 second?
14 DONNA MATTHEWS:  Second.
15 WILL MOORE:  Another
16 discussion?  Does anybody else have anything else they
17 want to mention before we move into a vote?
18 DONNA MATTHEWS:  I do.  Is this
19 the same area that’s got the volunteer fire department? 
20 This is the same area; right?  If I’m not mistaken, one
21 person ---
22 JANE JONES:  It’s in
23 Greenville County and they service both sides of
24 Piedmont.
25 FROM AUDIENCE:  (Inaudible.)
26 JANE JONES:  Oh, sorry.
27 DONNA MATTHEWS:  So this area
28 is just a volunteer fire department?  
29 WILL MOORE:  Is that all? 
30 Okay.  The motion is for denial.  All in favor of the
31 denial, please raise your right hand.  The motion is
32 denied, four to three.

33 APPLAUSE

34 WILL MOORE:  And I’ll move
35 on to the (c) in new business, I’ll move on to the
36 preliminary subdivision, Cooper Townhomes, located on
37 Pendleton Road.  Staff, if you’ll do your report,
38 please.
39 TIM CARTEE:  Thank you, Mr.
40 Chairman.  This is Cooper Townhomes.  Two hundred and
41 fifty-two property owners within a two thousand foot
42 radius ---
43 WILL MOORE:  Guy, please
44 exit quietly.  Go ahead, Mr. Cartee.
45 TIM CARTEE:  The intended
46 development is townhomes.  The applicant is Collins
47 Building Group, Kevin Collins.  The engineer is
48 Ridgewater.  The location is on Old Pendleton Road,
49 which is state maintained.  It’s in Council District 6. 
50 Surrounding land use is residential.  The area is
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1 unzoned.  The number of acres is 9.78, and eighty-two
2 lots.  The utility suppliers will be Powdersville
3 Water, Easley Combined Utilities and Duke Energy.  No
4 variance is requested.
5 The parking required to offset for this
6 development is one bedroom unit, 1.5 spaces are
7 required.  And two or more bedrooms, two spaces are
8 required for each townhome unit.  A total of a hundred
9 and sixty-four parking spaces are shown on the site

10 plan.  Parking is allowed within the setback area. 
11 However, no part of the building is allowed to encroach
12 in the setback area.
13 The traffic impact analysis.  Old Pendleton Road
14 is classified as a collector road with no maximum trips
15 per day.  An encroachment permit shall be required by
16 South Carolina Department of Transportation.
17 Here’s a layout of the development.  Here’s the
18 aerial of the map.  Staff recommends approval.  This
19 project has met the requirements in Chapter 38 Land
20 Use.  That’s all I have, Mr. Chairman.
21 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
22 staff.  We have a developer presentation?  Wesley? 
23 State your name and address, please, sir.
24 WESLEY WHITE:  Wesley White,
25 Ridgewater Engineering and Surveying.  We’re here in
26 Anderson at 211 Society Street.
27 The developer on this project is Kevin Collins. 
28 He’ll introduce himself here in a minute.  With Collins
29 Building Group.  He’s a local developer.  Developed and
30 built here all his life.
31 The provost development will be townhomes. 
32 Townhomes.  A couple of examples of kind of the look
33 that they’re going to be presenting.  Kind of gives you
34 an idea of some of the profiles.  
35 With this one the proposed development right now
36 will actually I think be a big improvement to this
37 area.  And largely, if you go back a couple of slides
38 to the aerial image, this property is actually used as
39 a salvage junkyard and currently has the ability to
40 continue doing so.  So that will continue.  And so our
41 developer will, once this property is developed,
42 that’ll be able to go away.  They won’t be allowed to
43 do that here anymore, so that’s a big improvement from
44 what’s already here.  
45 So additional, it has been hashed out before with
46 the water.  That’ll be dealt with, with Powdersville,
47 at the appropriate time.  Same thing with the sewer. 
48 We’ve already spoken with the DOT.  They have no
49 concerns with the traffic on that road as far as
50 requirements for a traffic impact study.
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1 One thing that I want to point out on townhomes
2 and was evident in the previous one, townhomes have a
3 much lower impact on local schools.  And it’s evident
4 by also the lower impact it has in traffic impact
5 studies.  So the impacts that townhomes have on the
6 schools will be much less than single-family.  That’s
7 the reason that this developer, as well as our previous
8 developer, presented townhomes.  There’s a lot of
9 single-family going up in those two areas.  They felt

10 that townhomes would be a better service to that area
11 as opposed to single-family, which draws in larger
12 families, other than just the empty nesters and those
13 that are just newlyweds.
14 So with that I want to reiterate as staff has
15 recommended approval, we do meet all the guidelines for
16 Chapter 38, which is what we’re required to do to --
17 for you guys.
18 KEVIN COLLINS:  Thanks for
19 having me.  My name is Kevin Collins.  I live right now
20 in Clemson on 45 Thomas Green Boulevard.  I lived in
21 Pendleton for twenty-five years -- or twenty years. 
22 Local to the community.  I believe in the community;
23 believe in the area.  My wife and I recently three
24 years ago donated the Anderson Pregnancy Center over on
25 Murray street with the help of others.  So we believe
26 in giving back to the community.  I’m able to do that
27 by doing things like this.  
28 One you earlier mentioned that a lot of people
29 don’t go to the community and ask what people want.  In
30 the past on my developments, I’ve got one going in
31 right now, I went to the town, walked up to them and
32 asked them what they wanted to do with the property and
33 that’s what we’re doing.
34 One prior to that was a high end townhome
35 community right next to the brand new park in downtown
36 Greenville.  We worked with the city for about eight
37 months.  It was zoned for high rise and they asked for
38 townhome and we ended up doing townhomes on it.
39 On this particular tract, I really wasn’t
40 searching it.  The landowner actually reached out to
41 me, had a representative reach out to me.  Right now it
42 is considered a junkyard, so it’s a salvage yard.  And
43 he’s expressed interest in having it developed for
44 residential.  If he can’t sell it for residential, he’s
45 got a buyer who is going to come in and turn it into a
46 full blown salvage yard.  So I believe it’s
47 grandfathered in right now.
48 It’s my feeling that this will be a better use of
49 that property.  Obviously it’s up to you guys to decide
50 that.  Certainly if you have any comments, would like
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1 to see something else, we’re more than willing to
2 listen.  I understand some of the concerns that you’ve
3 had tonight.  It’s not fun coming up here, you know,
4 last in line after everything has been turned down and
5 shut down, but I do hope that you’ll consider that this
6 is a junkyard and that if it continues to be a junkyard
7 or it grows and he uses that entire site for that, it
8 will devalue the properties around it.  It’s my hope
9 that you will take that into consideration.  Thanks.

10 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
11 sir.  All right.  Moving on to public comments.  Chris
12 Rasco.
13 CHRIS RASCO:  Again, I’m
14 Chris Rasco.  I’m an engineer with Powdersville Water. 
15 Before I get started, I was referencing our development
16 policies.  I’d like to leave a copy for all of you. 
17 Y’all can take this with you. 
18 Again, you know, I’m not going to rehash
19 everything.  I can understand what that engineering
20 groups -- Powdersville Water cannot commit to service
21 this development.  We have not received any plans.  We
22 have not received any site plans.  We have no
23 information on it.  So we can’t comment on our ability
24 to serve.  We haven’t received any information.  Thank,
25 y’all. 
26 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
27 sir.  Gelene McCollum.
28 GELENE MCCOLLUM:  Again, thank
29 you for your time tonight.  I am Gelene McCollum.  I
30 live at 44 James Road.  I’ve been a long-time resident
31 there.  And our road is used as a cut-through and it
32 doesn’t accommodate just Anderson County.  It also
33 accommodates Pickens County people.  And which used to
34 be a dirt road years and years ago.  
35 For sounding redundant, we still have the same
36 issues.  This is all the same community area of
37 Anderson District One.  I’d like for you to take into
38 account the new Concrete School was built in 1959. 
39 That is our new Concrete School.  We cannot handle
40 anymore people in the area just because of our schools,
41 our infrastructure.  It’s nothing personal against
42 anybody.  We do like development.  But we, as
43 taxpayers, I don’t think we can really get enough money
44 to sustain these new developments.  I’m not sure where
45 we’re going to get the money for our schools.  Where
46 we’re going to get the money for the roads.  Our fire
47 department is volunteer.  We’ve already talked about
48 that.  Our police force, there is none, because we are
49 not incorporated.  I’m not saying yay or nay on that,
50 just kind of throwing that out there.
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1 Where this is located, our street is the closest
2 one, which is a cut-through.  And you’re just going to
3 see more and more people.  And it’s a thirty-five mile
4 per hour zone.  I have agricultural property.  I have
5 agricultural animals, pigs, goats, chickens, ducks, you
6 name it, we’ve got it.  And it is not cohesive for all
7 this traffic that we currently have.  And just to get
8 in our driveway, I’ve had people road rage because I’m
9 turning in my driveway and they’re wanting to go fifty

10 miles an hour down this cut-through road.  And I get
11 it, but it doesn’t -- the quality of life is declining
12 in our area due to all the development.
13 That’s what I have to say to you guys, and I hope
14 that you will deny this project.  Maybe later on, after
15 our county can get up to par on all our other
16 developments, this can be looked at again.  But
17 currently I think it has to be opposed.  Thank you.
18 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
19 ma’am.  Tiffany Estes.
20 TIFFANY ESTES:  All my
21 previous comments still apply.  This will be in
22 Powdersville School District, so Concrete and we’ve
23 already over capacity.  
24 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
25 ma’am.  Kate Anderson.
26 KATE ANDERSON:  Hello again,
27 my name is Kate Anderson.  I live at 1020 Freshwater
28 Lane, Easley.  You can see my house from the aerial
29 view.  So what I want to bring to your attention is I
30 believe that y’all want to enhance Anderson County’s
31 unique character through proactive long range plans
32 that’s rational, economical, environmentally sound. 
33 You know, protecting what we currently have.  
34 Our current area, they talked about their farm. 
35 There’s lots of farmland.  Mr. James’ land.  Lots of
36 single-family homes in this area.  There are no
37 townhomes in this area.  That would be totally new. 
38 That would be changing the look of this part of
39 Powdersville.  I’ve already talked about the
40 overcrowding of schools.  It’s ridiculous.  I  have
41 twenty-two to twenty-six kids in my class every single
42 year.  There are eleven first grade teachers.  You
43 know, we can only expect more with all of the other
44 developments that are going on.  
45 The current junkyard that is there, I’ve lived
46 there for eight years now.  My property value has gone
47 up two hundred thousand dollars in that amount of time
48 with that junkyard.  So if it stays a junkyard, I don’t
49 care.  
50 I also want to tell you that, okay, eighty-two
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1 townhomes, that is a lot.  That is a lot of children
2 coming into our schools.  On May 31st we had a threat
3 to our school, Wren Middle, Wren High School, that
4 there was going to be violence on our campus.  We’re
5 going to have children in three portables.  We cannot
6 do that.  And then if we were to take maybe a look at
7 the R-15 residential zoning standard minimum of the lot
8 size being fifteen thousand square feet for .35 acres,
9 I would not be opposed to a development with this one

10 being 9.78 acres of a home community being twenty-eight
11 homes.  That is totally different than eighty-two
12 townhomes, eighty-two families coming into our schools,
13 impacting our neighborhood, impacting this traffic,
14 impacting the fire department, the emergency services. 
15 Twenty-eight homes is totally different.  So I think we
16 look at it in a different way.  Maybe develop it as a
17 nice neighborhood with .35 acre lots.  
18 And just to give you an idea, this is my neighbor
19 Gwen Thompson.  Her home backs up to the property from
20 the proposed townhomes’ back patios.  They will be this
21 far from her property line.  So that’s twenty feet.  So
22 if we were to look, her house is on the aerial view. 
23 It’s on all of them.  That is a big change.  We’re
24 looking at our neighborhood, we’re got .5 acre lots. 
25 We’re talking about adding eighty-two people right into
26 the center section.  Why, when you look at James Road,
27 we’ve ---
28 WILL MOORE:  I’m sorry,
29 ma’am, your time is up.  Beth Bailey.
30 FEMALE:  She had to
31 leave.
32 WILL MOORE:  Okay.  Dolly
33 Merritt.
34 FEMALE:  She had to
35 leave.  
36 WILL MOORE:  Okay.  Mike
37 Jones.
38 MIKE JONES:   Thank you, Mr.
39 Chairman, I’m Mike Jones.  I spoke earlier about the
40 other subdivisions.  I’ve live within sight of this
41 one, this proposed entrance.  It’s the most dangerous
42 place on Old Pendleton.  The previous owner used a
43 truck and a trailer, and he couldn’t get out.  It’s
44 just dangerous.  It’s in a curve.  Wooded area there. 
45 Wildwood Acres on one side.  It’s a dead end entrance. 
46 Granite Springs on the lower end; it’s a dead end.  And
47 their entrance is at a creek.  I just can’t believe --
48 and I had a heart attack eight years ago and it took an
49 ambulance twenty-nine minutes to get to 2216 Old
50 Pendleton Road.  And I can about imagine what it would
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1 be now.
2 But I can’t understand why out on 153 at Old
3 Pendleton, there’s four sections been for sale for four
4 years.  Why don’t they go out there and buy that where
5 they’ve got good roads, a four-lane and the traffic is
6 better.  This Old Pendleton, everybody is using it
7 coming from Smithfield Country Club at Easley to get on
8 153.  It’s a shortcut and it’s a dangerous road.  It’s
9 on record.  I mean I’m not saying nothing that I can’t

10 back up.  
11 My daddy give half a mile of the road out of a
12 cotton field.  And I’m all for -- I’m not against
13 development.  They’re probably going to try to pump a
14 sewer into the sewer line me and my sister give the
15 right-of-way.  We didn’t get no money out of it because
16 we didn’t want to be no hold-back.  It’s pitiful.  If
17 you’re going to plan something, use a little
18 commonsense.  I just don’t understand it.  Appreciate
19 it.
20 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
21 sir.  Sharon Galloway.  Please come forward and state
22 your name and address, please, ma’am.
23 SHARON GALLOWAY:  Yes.  My name
24 is Sharon Galloway.  I live at the corner of James and
25 Old Pendleton.  I live at 100 James Road.  I’ve lived
26 there my whole life.  I lived within a hundred yards of
27 that place even when I was married, when my husband was
28 alive.  When I was born, on one side of Pendleton Road
29 was my grandfather’s farm.  And on the other side was
30 my great uncle’s farm.  I’ve watched that grow.  I’ve
31 watched those houses come in and the neighbors come in. 
32 But it is full.  The traffic -- I remember when you
33 could, late at night, you could -- you know, two or
34 three o’clock in the morning you might hear a car go
35 by.  Now it’s constant.  
36 And the main thing is, the thing that scares me
37 the most, is where they’re proposing it.  This curve,
38 if you could see the aerial view, and if anybody has
39 traveled Old Pendleton Road and Mike mentioned it, that
40 -- my aunt lives on the other side of this proposed
41 development.  She’s had three accidents in front of her
42 house in the past three months.  Where I -- they had to
43 bring out the fire department, ambulances.  Shut down
44 most of Old Pendleton Road just to clear it up and get
45 the people help.  That’s been in the past three months. 
46 It’s been like that my whole life.  
47 I pull out -- I used to go to my aunt’s house and
48 pull out, you know, you just hoped and prayed nobody
49 was coming around the curve when you pulled out.  My
50 cousin who lives -- when I pull out of their house, you
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1 just hope and pray that you made it out without getting
2 smashed because it’s a blind curves.  You can see this
3 way, you can’t see that way.  You’re putting eighty-two
4 more cars in our already crowded area.  
5 Not to mention the cars, but what about the school
6 buses that will not stop in that curves.  Because when
7 I went to school when I rode the bus -- because I had
8 to go to Wren -- and I understand the growth.  I love
9 Anderson.  Love it.  Been here my whole life.  Love

10 Anderson District One.  It’s a wonderful district.  And
11 I understand the lure.  But I also understand that we
12 are at a saturation point.  I live in Powdersville.  I
13 know what it’s like.  My kids went to Powdersville.  I
14 know what the traffic’s like.  
15 This road -- this area cannot take -- especially
16 Old Pendleton Road, this curves, the buses couldn’t
17 even stop there.  The buses would have to stop at the
18 corner of James and Old Pendleton because there’s not a
19 safe stopping point.  It’s been like that since I was
20 six years old, which was a long time ago.  
21 And I just think that -- I hope you’ll vote no. 
22 and I thank you for your time.  And I hope you’ll vote
23 no because we’re just -- if you come see the area, it’s
24 just house, house, house, house, house.  There’s a
25 trailer park on the other side and house, house, house,
26 house.  And ---
27 WILL MOORE:  Ma’am, I’m
28 sorry, your time is up.  Thank you.  All right.  Last
29 one, Larry Yarborough.
30 LARRY YARBOROUGH:  My name is
31 Larry Yarborough.  I live on 602 James Road for forty-
32 three years.  I volunteer directing traffic for the
33 schools in the mid-eighties to the nineties.  We were
34 packed out at that time.  It’s terrible now.  You can’t
35 get through.  And all these new proposals, Sitton Hill
36 and Old Pendleton, on James Road, and that’s the cut-
37 through for everything from Easley and all up there.
38 We just can’t handle it.  And the schools, I have
39 asked and asked and asked for -- when they built the
40 new high school and the middle school, in some times of
41 the day you can’t get an emergency vehicle in there at
42 all.  They’re new schools.  And I have a grandbaby in
43 the elementary school and my daughter is teaching at
44 Powdersville Middle School.  And my other grandbaby is
45 in Concrete.  I’ve been doing the traffic -- I finished
46 seventh grade.  I just donated my time helping with the
47 traffic all the time.  And it’s just getting worse and
48 worse.  I don’t see how we can handle anymore traffic.
49 And I think it would be a good idea -- I would
50 vote to put on record that if there’s going to be
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1 anymore proposals for that district in Powdersville for
2 any other building, they’re just not set up for it
3 whether it’s water or sewer or whatever.  Especially
4 traffic.  My daughter live on Cooper -- off of Cooper
5 and you can’t leave her house in certain times of the
6 day, morning and evening, you cannot -- they do not
7 respect the driveways.  There’s three driveways there. 
8 You can’t get out.  An emergency vehicle or just going
9 anywhere.  You can’t get in and out.  It’s terrible. 

10 And I appreciate y’all’s time.
11 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
12 sir.  We’ll move on ---
13 LARRY YARBOROUGH:  One other
14 thing.  Can I say one other thing.  
15 WILL MOORE:    Real quick.
16 LARRY YARBOROUGH:   On the
17 proposal at Sitton Hill, no one mentioned the
18 watershed.  It’s just a few hundred feet from there. 
19 Low area.  The watershed is back to back to that.  So
20 it’s not a good -- on that aspect.  Thank you.
21 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
22 sir.  All right.  We’ll move on to discussion amongst
23 the Planning Commission.  Do we have any questions,
24 comments, concerns?
25 BRYAN BOGGS:  I’ve got a
26 question.
27 WILL MOORE:  Go ahead.
28 BRYAN BOGGS:  Ms. Estes, and
29 if you’re not prepared to answer this, but obviously a
30 lot of townhomes are coming before us.  It’s the
31 trending development.  You’re welcome to come back up
32 or you don’t have to.  But I don’t remember a lot of
33 the data that was presented during our previous
34 discussions.  But would you agree or could you get us
35 information if there is, the difference of a single-
36 family home versus a townhome?  You know, they’ve
37 stated that, you know, some empty nesters, less kids. 
38 Is that -- does that help the school district alleviate
39 some of the burden if the growth is that way?  Or do
40 you know that information offhand?
41 TIFFANY ESTES:  Typically a
42 townhome area would result in less students.  However,
43 in this situation, because it’s our Powdersville
44 schools, any amount of students would impact.  But, you
45 know, we have a lot of students who live in (inaudible)
46 and go to our schools.
47 BRYAN BOGGS:  Well, just
48 trying to find the lesser of the evil if you have a
49 solution moving forward?  I was just curious because
50 that was brought up a couple of times.  Thank you.
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1 DONNA MATTHEWS:  I had that
2 same question.  And if I can ask, are the townhomes one
3 bedroom, two bedroom, three bedroom?  Do we know yet? 
4 I mean I know it doesn’t depend on how we vote.
5 WESLEY WHITE:  Yeah, the
6 intent is two to three bedroom, so it’s a mix.
7 DONNA MATTHEWS:  So it is
8 suitable for families; not just empty nesters?
9 WESLEY WHITE:  Yeah, it is. 

10 But the industry standard is you get a reduction for
11 traffic based on townhomes.
12 BRYAN BOGGS:  Mr. Collins or
13 Wesley, whoever, but it doesn’t seem like there’s -- it
14 seems like there’s a possible interest of lesser units
15 would be more palatable and I understand there’s costs
16 associated with it and it may not work for your
17 project.  But is there -- for your time and effort and
18 appreciate your time and effort to this point, is there
19 a lesser, as one of the residents mentioned, a lesser
20 density that would work for your costs or is it are
21 none?
22 KEVIN COLLINS:  For the
23 purchase price of the property it’s based on density. 
24 I mean we might could reduce it some.  To what level
25 I’m not sure yet.  I don’t think that what the seller
26 wants for the property, he’s going to sell it for a
27 single-family home, twenty-eight residents I think is
28 what we talked about.  I will say this, historically --
29 I’m trying to dig up some data, but historically all
30 the townhomes I’ve done, we have not had kids go in. 
31 That’s not to say that they won’t because this is a
32 very nice area.  
33 Basically out of four units, the two outsides are
34 twos and the three interiors are three bedroom.  That’s
35 kind of the way we do it.  You know, I can’t tell you
36 that students aren’t going to move in it, but typically
37 we see other families move in because they are small. 
38 They don’t lend themselves to have a yard for kids to
39 play in and things like that.  So a lot of families
40 will avoid the townhome complexes for that reason. 
41 It’s not an area that you want kids to run around. 
42 Typically families with kids have pets.  There’s not
43 really places to take them, things of that nature.  So
44 historically I will say you do not see near as many
45 kids in these areas.
46 BRYAN BOGGS:  Sure.  Thank
47 you.
48 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
49 sir.  Anybody else?
50 DAN HARVELL:  I will reserve
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1 my comments during the discussion after the motion is
2 made.
3 WILL MOORE:  Dan, you’re
4 going to fall to the floor in a minute.
5 DAN HARVELL:  Somebody
6 doesn’t like me up here.  It’s like I’m sitting in a
7 trap door.
8 WILL MOORE:  I’m going to
9 go ahead and open the table for a motion.

10 JANE JONES:  I make the
11 motion to deny.  My reasons are the inability of the
12 schools, fire and utilities to serve the area.  And the
13 roads cannot accommodate the increase in traffic.  And
14 it’s not compatible with the surrounding residential
15 area.
16 WILL MOORE:  Do I have a
17 second?  Brad, we got a second?  All right.  I’m going
18 to open it back up for discussion.  I think Mr. Harvell
19 has something that he wants to say.
20 DAN HARVELL:  Yeah, staff,
21 can you put the plat back up?  Okay.  Uh-oh, went away. 
22 All right.   When I look at this -- and this is
23 certainly, with all due respect to certainly Mr.
24 Collins, and I appreciate the things you’ve done for
25 the community because I’m aware of those; okay?  I’m
26 aware of those.  
27 But when I look at this plat, I mean I don’t even
28 see any green space for any kids that might live there. 
29 This is about the most packed-out development that I
30 remember seeing with boundaries of this type.  I mean
31 it just seems like there would be some allowance for at
32 least green space.  I mean obviously this in the upper
33 right hand corner is a drain pond. 
34 And I’m also concerned about one entrance to this
35 place.  This seems like it would almost be a traffic
36 jam just for the people that are in there.

37 APPLAUSE

38 DAN HARVELL:  And you know,
39 I’ve got some friends that live in Greenville and over
40 in Simpsonville and they live in these real tight
41 communities.  And when I go to visit them, sometimes I
42 have to park in these visitor parking places and I feel
43 like I have to take a hike before I ever even get to
44 their houses.  And it just looks like -- that looks
45 like a major, major inconvenience.  
46 And you know, in addition to all that, there’s the
47 impact on the schools.  I’m not satisfied with the fact
48 that townhomes are mainly empty nesters because I think
49 a lot of people might end up in townhomes because they
50 can’t afford to be buying the home.
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1 APPLAUSE 

2 DAN HARVELL:  So anyway,
3 those are my thoughts on this.  But when I look at this
4 plat, if I opened a can of sardines, they wouldn’t be
5 packed any tighter than this.

6 APPLAUSE

7 WILL MOORE:  All right. 
8 We’ve got a motion for denial.  Let’s move on to the
9 vote.  All in favor of the motion of denial, raise your

10 right hand.  The motion is denied.

11 APPLAUSE 

12 WILL MOORE:  All right. 
13 Moving on to section 8, public -- please exit quietly. 
14 Public comments, non-agenda items.  Do we have anybody
15 that wants to speak on that?
16 Number 9, other business.  I’m going to turn it
17 over to staff for (a) conflict of interest training and
18 recusals.
19 HENRY YOUMANS:   Mr. Chairman,
20 for the sake of time, I’m going to just be straight and
21 to the point.  I thank you, Mr. Chair and Commissioner
22 Dunaway, for exhibiting tonight why a recusal form is
23 needed.  You stated that you had a conflict and you
24 exited the room and you executed those forms. 
25 Moving forward in your packets that you will
26 receive, this recusal form will be in place.  Without
27 being able to have an air of impropriety, we try to be
28 transparent.  We want to create an atmosphere that we
29 are impartial and want to make sure we make the best
30 decisions.  Tonight several department heads,
31 individuals representing organizations, have stated on
32 the record that they’ve had some prior information.  As
33 commissioner, it is your right to talk to the public. 
34 It is your right to gather information.  It’s your
35 right -- a complete picture to share with the
36 commission.  If you use your full weight as a
37 commissioner to insight, to intimidate or to change
38 public view, you should recuse yourself from the
39 proceedings.  Please take due notice thereof and govern
40 yourself accordingly.
41 WILL MOORE:  Thank you, Mr.
42 Henry.
43 DONNA MATTHEWS:  I didn’t hear
44 the last thing he said.  I’m sorry, I didn’t hear the
45 last thing you said.
46 WILL MOORE:  Repeat the
47 last thing you said, Mr. Henry.
48 HENRY YOUMANS:   Please take
49 due notice thereof and govern yourself accordingly.
50 DONNA MATTHEWS:  Okay.
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1 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
2 sir.  Letter (b), utility provider requirements.
3 ALICIA HUNTER:  Yes, sir. 
4 Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  We had a representative from
5 Powdersville Water that had some concerns of some of
6 the developers putting on the application that they are
7 actually the water provider.  The ordinance does not
8 require -- I think we’ve talked about that before in
9 the past.  The ordinance does nto require upfront

10 approval from any water provider.  This is sewer.  You
11 know, your Duke Energy, your cable, your gas.  There’s
12 no up-front approvals.  So by listing that on the
13 actual application, that in no way guarantees a
14 developer a right to that water.  It’s there as a
15 courtesy for information only.  
16 So there’s been a lot of confusion on that.  That
17 puts the -- they can’t have the actual application on
18 the agenda, and that’s not correct.  So we have done
19 research over a number of years talking to different
20 providers and no other water company has had any issue
21 with them just placing there as a courtesy because at
22 some meetings, some of the commissioners ask who has
23 the water in the area.  But that does not guarantee
24 them any water rights or guarantee them approval.  So
25 we did want to go on the record again to make certain. 
26 And actually we can remove that from the actual
27 application because that’s not a requirement.  Had a
28 bunch of commissioners to call me to ask that.  So
29 that’s the reason why we did place it on the agenda for
30 clarification.  
31 So moving forward we will remove that water
32 provider off there so we don’t, you know, mislead
33 Powdersville Water, that they actually will have water
34 to it.  But we have researched that with various water
35 companies and no one else has ever had an issue with
36 them.  They’re aware that they are not guaranteeing
37 water to any project.  This is a beginning process. 
38 They’ve got to get the approval first before doing a
39 design.  Water is part of the design process so the
40 developer does not want to spent, and I can’t blame
41 them, money up front if their project is going to be
42 turned down.  So this is the reason why we have it set
43 up in stage one and stage two if the project is able to
44 move forward.  So wanted to give you that
45 clarification, Mr. Chairman.  Thank you.
46 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
47 ma’am.  Everybody in ---
48 JIMMY DAVIS:  (Inaudible.)
49 WILL MOORE:    Thank you,
50 sir.
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1 FEMALE:  (Inaudible.)
2 WILL MOORE:    All right. 
3 Last one.  This is it.
4 FEMALE:  (Inaudible.)
5 WILL MOORE:    Thank you,
6 ma’am.  Everybody in favor of adjournment, please stand
7 up.
8

9 MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:41 P.M.
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1 WILL MOORE:  ... this
2 meeting to order.  Thank you, Mr. Harvell, for pushing
3 my button.  I’d like to go ahead and call this meeting
4 to order.  And I’d like to welcome everybody to the
5 Planning Commission meeting tonight.
6 We’re going to move on and do the pledge.  Please
7 stand.
8 PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
9 WILL MOORE:  Before we 

10 move to the approval of the minutes, or the approval of
11 agenda, I would like to introduce our new commissioner,
12 Mr. Jamie McClain.  Wife and two kids.  Lives in the
13 community, District 1.  Thank you for being a part of
14 us.
15 Onto approval of the agenda.  Do I have a motion
16 to approve the agenda?
17 DAN HARVELL:  Motion to
18 approve as written.
19 WILL MOORE:  Second?
20 DONNA MATTHEWS:  Second.
21 WILL MOORE:  All in favor? 
22 Unanimous.
23 All right.  Moving on to public hearings.  And
24 I’ll turn it over to staff for the presentation.  Ms.
25 Brittany.
26 ALICIA HUNTER:  Mr. Chairman,
27 on the minutes.
28 WILL MOORE:  Oh, I’m sorry.
29 ALICIA HUNTER:  I believe
30 Brittany says they’re forthcoming.  So just for the
31 record.
32 WILL MOORE:  Yeah, I’m
33 sorry.  The minutes are forthcoming.  We don’t have
34 those yet.  So when we get those we can then approve
35 them.  Brittany.
36 BRITTANY MCABEE:  Thank you, Mr.
37 Chairman.  This is a rezoning from C-1-N to C-2. 
38 Fifty-two property owners within a two thousand foot
39 radius were notified via postcard.  The applicant is
40 Tejashkumar Patel.  The current owner is Yogiraj, LLC,
41 which is in Mr. Patel’s name.  It’s located in 5930
42 Highway 187 in the Mt. Tabor Precinct in Council
43 District 4.  The tax map number is there for your
44 viewing.  It is .92 acres.  It is currently zoned C-1N,
45 which is neighborhood commercial district.  It is
46 currently operating as a convenience store as well as a
47 restaurant.  The requested zoning is C-2 which is
48 highway commercial district.  
49 The applicant is requesting to rezone for the
50 purpose of expanding his existing business.  Potential
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1 uses do include food service, tobacco, cigar, vape
2 shop, coffee shop, moving truck rentals or liquor or
3 ABC store.  The neighborhood commercial district fits
4 aesthetically into compatible residential neighboring
5 properties.  It is designed to ensure that the
6 commercial development does not impair existing or
7 future residential properties.  The establishment
8 developed under C-1 classification shall be scaled to
9 meet the convenience shopping of the immediate area and

10 should not create a nuisance due to noise, traffic
11 generation, lighting or appearance.
12 The highway commercial district, on the other
13 hand, is a district for the traveling public by
14 automobile.  It provides goods and services for the
15 traveling public, as well as the local residents.  
16 This is a sketch provided by the applicant.  He
17 may be expanding physically, like building onto the
18 existing structure there.  If he does choose to build
19 onto the existing structure, this was the proposed
20 building plan as far as the footprint that would be
21 extended.  Again, this is yet to be determined whether
22 he would be building on or not.  Just to give you guys
23 an idea what it would look like if he were to build
24 onto it.
25 And this is a plat showing the existing store that
26 is there.  And this is the aerial view of the property. 
27 It is along Highway 187 and Centerville Road.  And this
28 is the future land use map.  A thing about the future
29 land use map to know is that the future land use map is
30 generated by the citizens, so they direct us in how
31 they want that future land use map to look.  The future
32 land use map does give you ideas of how to rezone
33 properties.  However, the citizens in this area wanted
34 this entire area to be agriculture.  Across on 187 you
35 do have that I-2 zoning, that industrial park.  And
36 also compare the future land use map with the zoning
37 map that’s right here, the surrounding area is R-20. 
38 The immediate future for this area is not expected to
39 return to agriculture at any point in the near future. 
40 So that commercial use that’s currently on the corner
41 is expected to stay, as well as the R-20 zonings around
42 there.
43 The staff evaluation is the applicant’s purpose is
44 to provide flexibility for his existing business. 
45 Future land use map does identify the immediate area as
46 agriculture, but the property abuts those residential,
47 industrial zonings.  Property is along Highway 187. 
48 And because the C-2, which is your highway commercial
49 district, does go along your highways, and Highway 187
50 does serve a lot of traveling public, staff does
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1 recommend approval of the rezoning.  The zoning highway
2 commercial district is consistent with that location
3 along Highway 187.  Additionally, Highway 187 and
4 Centerville Road is classified as major collectors with
5 no maximum trips per day. 
6 This concludes the staff report.  And the
7 applicant is here to answer any questions, if needed.
8 WILL MOORE:  Thank you,
9 ma’am.  So we don’t have a developer presentation or

10 anything like that?  Okay.  All right.  Well, I’ll move
11 on to public comments.  We don’t have anybody to sign
12 up, so I guess we’ll go ahead and open it up for a
13 discussion amongst the Planning Commission.  Does
14 anybody have anything they want to say or add?  
15 I will go ahead and throw ---
16 JAMES MCCLAIN: I’ll just ask
17 Mr. Patel, for how many years have you operated the
18 current -- your current business?
19 MR. PATEL: (Inaudible.)
20 WILL MOORE:  And this is my
21 district and I haven’t had any opposition to this
22 rezoning.  So ...
23 JANE JONES:  Could you
24 answer just one question?
25 MR. PATEL:  Yes.
26 JANE JONES:  It doesn’t
27 appear from what we have that you’re really changing
28 your business; just expanding it a little bit.  You’re
29 not doing something different?  It’s just a little add-
30 on to what you’re doing.
31 MR. PATEL:  It’s just an
32 add-on, yes.
33 JANE JONES:  That was the
34 impression I got from what I read.  And your traffic is
35 mainly automobile.  It’s not large trucks and ---
36 MR. PATEL:  Oh, no, no,
37 no.
38 JANE JONES:  Just wanted to
39 clarify those two.  Thank you.
40 WILL MOORE:  There is an
41 industrial park across the street, so there is some
42 truck traffic there.  But that’s what it’s there for.  
43 But anyway, I’ll go ahead and -- does anybody have
44 anything else before I make a motion or open it up for
45 a motion?  I’ll go ahead and make a motion to approve
46 this project.  Do we have a second?  All in favor,
47 raise your right hand.  Unanimous.  It passes.
48 All right.  There’s no old business on the agenda.
49 No new business.
50 Any public comments?  Would anybody like to say
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1 anything?
2 I’m trying to make this short and sweet for
3 everybody.
4 Any other business?  
5 All in favor of adjournment, please stand up.
6
7 MEETING ADJOURNED AT 6:09 P.M.
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Anderson County Planning Commission 

Staff Report 
September 13, 2022 

 
 
Applicant: Craig Shiflet 

Current owner:  Craig Shiflet 

Property location: 3508 Dixon Rd 

Precinct: Centerville Station A 

Council district: 5 

TMS#(s): 95-00-03-006 

Acreage: +/- 97.48 

Current zoning: R-20 (Single Family Residential District) 

 Located within Airport Height Safety Area 
Requested zoning: I-2 (Industrial Park District) 

 The Industrial Park district is established to provide a high 
level of design quality, site amenities, and open space for 
light industry, warehouse distribution, research and 
development operations, and similar industrial uses with 
compatible operations within a park atmosphere. All of the 
uses shall be of a type or intensity that do not produce 
odors, smoke, fumes, noise, glare, heat or vibrations which 
are incompatible with other uses in the park or its 
surrounding land uses outside the industrial park. The 
physical and operational requirements of the use, including 
type of structure used and volume of heavy truck traffic 
generated, shall not have an adverse impact upon 
surrounding land uses. Regulations are directed toward 
protecting neighboring land uses from any of the potential 
nuisances associated with industrial uses. 

 
Surrounding zoning: North: I-2 (Industrial Park District) 

South: R-20 (Single-Family Residential District) 
East: PD (Planned Development)  
West: R-20 (Single-Family Residential District) 
 

Evaluation: This request is to rezone from R-20 to I-2 for the purpose of 
selling the property and match the joining property’s zoning 
as the adjacent owner wishes to purchase the property to 
use as industrial. 

 
Public outreach: Staff hereby certifies that the required public notification 

actions have been completed, as follows: 
- August 24, 2022: Rezoning notification postcards sent to 

294 property owners within 2,000’ of the subject property. 
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- August 24, 2022: Rezoning notification signs posted on 

subject property; 
- August 24, 2022: Planning Commission public hearing 

advertisement published in the Independent-Mail.  

Staff recommendation: At the Planning commission Meeting during which the 
rezoning is scheduled to be discussed, staff will present their 
recommendation at that time. 
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Anderson County Planning Commission

Staff Report
September 13, 2022

Applicant: Garnett Land Development

Current owner: Wayne B Elmore Family Trust & T Gary McAlister

Property location: Beaverdam Rd

Precinct: Williamston Mill

Council district: 7

TMS#(s): 220-00-08-007

Acreage: +/- 16.3 of 54.22 acres total

Current zoning: R-20 (Single Family Residential District)

Requested zoning: C-3 (Commercial District)

The commercial district is established to provide for the
development of commercial and light service land uses
which are oriented to customers traveling by automobile.
The land uses in this district are intended to be located in
non-residentially zoned areas and along major
thoroughfares. Establishments in this district provide goods
and services for the traveling public.

Surrounding zoning: North: R-MHP (Residential Manufacture Home Park District)
South: R-20 (Single-Family Residential District) & C-3
(Commercial District)
East: R-20 (Single-Family Residential District)
West: R-20 (Single-Family Residential District)

Evaluation: This request is to rezone the front portion of the property from
R-20 to C-3 for the purpose of creating a commercial park
with 6 lots that can be used for various types of businesses.
Businesses may include a restaurant and other general
businesses. The interior lots will be used for warehouse and
light manufacturing type businesses.

Public outreach: Staff hereby certifies that the required public notification
actions have been completed, as follows:
- August 24, 2022: Rezoning notification postcards sent to

274 property owners within 2,000’ of the subject property.

- August 24, 2022: Rezoning notification signs posted on
subject property;

- August 24, 2022: Planning Commission public hearing
advertisement published in the Independent-Mail.
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Staff recommendation: At the Planning commission Meeting during which the

rezoning is scheduled to be discussed, staff will present their
recommendation at that time.



















Anderson County Planning Commission 
September 13, 2022 

6:00 PM 
Staff Report – Preliminary Subdivision 

 
111 property owners within 2000’ of the proposed development were notified via postcard 

Original development was approved December 8, 2020 for 25 lots. 
 

Preliminary Subdivision Name: Midway Farms Phase II  
 

Intended Development: Single Family  
 

Applicant: JMK Development. LLC 
 

Surveyor/Engineer: NuSouth 
 

Location/Access: Midway Rd (State Maintained) 

County Council District: 7 
 

Surrounding Land Use: R-A (residential, farm, vacant) 
 

Zoning: R-A (Residential-Agriculture, minimum 1 acre lots) 
 

Tax Map Number: 172-00-02-066 
 

Number of Acres: +/- 8.9 acres 
 

Number of Lots: 5 
 

Variance: Yes 
 

Traffic Impact Analysis: 
Midway Road is classified as Arterial with no maximum average vehicle trips per day. 
 
Variance Analysis: 
The developer wished to purchase the property when Phase I was approved on December 8, 2020, 
but the property was not available at the time. As such, the developer is requesting a variance to 
reduce side setbacks from 50’ to 10% lot width and rear setback from 50’ to 25’ to match Phase I 
setbacks. The R-A setbacks were increased on December 15, 2020, and the original Phase I 
subdivision was approved prior to the new setbacks taking effect. 

Staff Recommendation: Sec. 38-311. 
(c) At the planning commission meeting during which the plat is scheduled to be discussed, 

the subdivision administrator shall present his recommendation to the planning commission. 
(Ord. No. 03-007, § 1, 4-15-03) 







8/11/2022 
 
Anderson County Planning & Development 
Attn: Brittany McAbee 
 
RE:  Midway Farms Phase 2 setback variance request 
 
 
Brittany 
 
We have requested a side and rear setback variance for the 5 lots that make up Midway Farms Phase 2.  
The reason for this request is for the 5 new lot setbacks to match the existing setbacks in Midway Farms 
Phase 1.  This front and rear setback change happened just after the Midway Farms Subdivision was 
approved.  Ten percent of the total lot width is the side setback that we would like to request.  We 
would also like to request a 25’ rear setback.   
 
Thank You 
 
Freddy Taylor 







Anderson County Planning Commission 
September 13, 2022 

6:00 PM 
Staff Report – Preliminary Subdivision 

 
210 property owners within 2000’ of the proposed development were notified via postcard 

 
Preliminary Subdivision Name: Rose Creek 

 
Intended Development: Single Family  

 
Applicant: Austin Allen 

 
Surveyor/Engineer: Arbor Land Design 

 
Location/Access: River Rd. (State) 

County Council District: 6 
 

Surrounding Land Use: Residential, Commercial, Vacant 
 

Zoning: Un-zoned 
 

Tax Map Number: Part of 236-00-07-009  
 

Number of Acres: +/- 18.37 
 

Number of Lots: 18 
 

Variance: No 
 

Traffic Impact Analysis: 
 
River Road is classified as a collector with no maximum trips per day.  
 

Staff Recommendation: Sec. 38-311. 
(c) At the planning commission meeting during which the plat is scheduled to be 
discussed, the subdivision administrator shall present his recommendation to the 
planning commission. (Ord. No. 03-007, § 1, 4-15-03) 
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